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CHAPTER ONE:
BACKGaOUND SETTING: TAXATION AND GROWTH:

INTRODUCTION:
The tax system is often identified as the most

powerful lever available to governments for moving their

economies towards their development goals. For developing

countries, the desire to apply fiscal policies to guide

and stimulate economic and social developnent is an
(

aspiration which can be found heavily enshrined in the

numerous development plans released by governments every

year. So the link between taxation andre conornt c develop-

ment implied in the title of this chapter is the link

between a universally desired end and a form of government

action which is widely believed to be a means to that end.

It.is one purpose of this study to examine the salient

features of that link between t axat t.on and economic

development in a case study of an open developing economy,

namely Zambia's economy_

TiiE SETTING:

Zambia, like most developing countries is now
dependent on" taxation1 as 'a source o tr-fLnanc e -f or develop-

IThere was a belief among some Zambians that copper
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menlo This remains. true despite her other once widely

knownsource, mineral sales proceeds. The difference is

that in Zambia taxation was for a while2 regarded as a

minor source of government revenue whereas in other countries

taxation was, right from the outset, the main source of

overnment revenue. For example, in 1970 the revenue3

from income taxes consti tuted 30.5% while those from

iner al sources were 41.2% of total government revenue. 4

ut after the partial acquisi tion of the mining companies I

ajority shares. this pattern changed considerably. from := r :

Iner aLl-r-ev erruo :~sources-~in fav~ur ;f-:irrc~me·t"axes and other

For the period 1974 to 1979 the everage equivalent

igures for income tax and mineral revenues were 35.9% and

0.6% respectively. It was the curiosity over this

bserved position of t axat ion and its st ea.di ly in creasing

mportance as a source of finance for economjc developmen1.

hat motivated the interest in further study of t h i s

evenue should be sufficient to provide finance for all
overnment revenue needs. It originates from the old days
hen copper revenue was quite substantial and was the
ain source of government funds.

2The "while" refers to the period prior to the
mplete acquisition of the 51% share of the mining
mpanies.

3
Central Statistical Office (CSO), Statistical Year-

ok. (Lusaka: Government Printers), 1974, p.122.

4Include both internal and external sources. See
nthly Bulletin of Statistics. (Lusaka: Government
lIlters), 1973, pp 29-32.
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phenomenon.

A short time after Zambia's independence, it was

learlY'noticeable to fiscal experts that taxation policies
and tax revenues would soon take their places in the fore-

front, as the crucial determinants of the future of economjc

development. It was therefore· important that tax structure

and its impact on the macro-economic policies should be

carefully studied and understood. The initial interest

which led to the undertaking of this study emanated partly

from that realisation and partly from this researcher's

own long timo involvement wi th the issues of public

finance and its linkage with economic development.

THE PROBLEM:

The general problem to which this study addresses

itself is the determination of the role of taxation in an
I "AI' ,5open .rlcan economy. The specific problem is that of

identifying the impact of taxation and other reJated fiscal

policies on the economic development of Zambia as manifested

in the pattern of growth during the selected sixteen years

5Economists refer to an economy in which the foreign
sector transactions (trade, loans, grants etc) dominates
in the GNP·accounts (constitutes a larger percentage of
GNP than the domestic transactions) as an "open economy".
In contrast a "closed economy" refers to a Robinson Crusoe
type of economy.
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of political independence froD colonial rule.6

There is:a specially unique characteristic of this

problem. In a number of African and other Third World

countries, the predominant source of government revenue

during the colonial period was not taxation outside the

key industries. It was some export commodity or

comrnodities. In Zambia that commodity was copper. The

result of this dependence on export revenue was that for

a long time after independence the governments of those

countries tended to approach the determination of tax

policies on the facile concept of "that was the way the
~olonial regimes did it. 11 7 Thus they overlooked two

important points. First, the recognition that the

"colonial" regimes we re not too concerned nor interested

in the broader responsibility of developing the whole

national economy. Tbeir interest was confined to devoIop--

ing only the "export enclaves." These 1'export enclaves"

were the sources of the raw material in which they were

interested The enclaves were therefore developed in a highly

:.ercantilisticstyle. Zambia's "Copperbelt Province" and

its linking "line of rail'" or Kenya's so-called "White

6
In Zambia this was the period of the British

Colonial Government followed by the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland which ended in October, 1964.

7A common response f rora interviewed governmen t
officials during the interviews by this author when asked
why they eon tinued cert.a f rt n ract ices after inclepenclence .



Highlands" provide two good examples .of such "enclaves".

Secondly, the colonial regimes did not, in most

cases)depend on internal sources of finance for their

government revenues. A larger portion of their revenue

originated from the subsidies voted them from their

metropolitan government budgets and allocated for

developing the infrastructure in the "overseas

t crritories" or "dependencies." In return colon i al

exports were treated as a part and parcel of the

metropolitan exports.

In Zambia, the United National Independence Party

(UNIP) government did not own the copper) industry. But by

agreement with the mining companies, the government

received over 60% of government revenue from copper

industry through special levies and profit sharing

schemes which in fact amounted to special taxes and

excise duties. The most popular ones were: royalties,

export and sales duties, prospecting fees and mining

licences. So the government acquired revenues from

the mining industry by placing the industry under

specialised form of taxation. The historical approach

to tax determina t ion therefore tended to preserve

rather obsolete tax policies which in turn created

5
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two other problems:

(a) The tax policies went quite out of step wi th both

the political and social realities as well as new pattern

of income distribution. For example, Sir Roy Wellensky8

was sti l I sustaining the outmoded "hut tax,,9 and "poll tax"lO

Both taxes had served their colonial purposes during the

colonial period. But after independence, those t~p~s o£

taxes were just out of fashion in the new political

milieu and income distribution structure.

(b) They also had little responsiveness to the govern-

meot revenue requirements.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES:

The purpose of this study was to find out;-

1. How responsive to the above changes in the national

income and needs the tax system was in the sixteen

years covered by the study. During the colonial period

the main purpose of taxation (especially of the Africans)

8
The first and last Prime Minister of the defunct

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, a post colonial
federation wHi~h was: forced on the black majority of the
population of what are now Zambia, Malawi and Zimbabwe
from the fifties. The federation collapsed with the break-
away of Zambia and Malawi in the early sixties leaving
Zimbabwe to"fight it out to independence in the early
eighties. Zambia achieved independence on October 24, 1964.

9Hut Tax - was a tax based on the number of houses (huts)
that a tax payer owned. It was imposed by the colonial
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was to force the Africans to go out and seek paid work in

the farms, mines and other industrial centers as unskilled
laborers.11 Taxation of the Africans was therefore a
basic tool of promoting the exploitation of the "export

enclave" in the extraction of "raw material" f or export.

After independence taxation became an important source of

government revenue and policy instrument for regulating

the economy. How "responsive to this shift in objective

was the tax system was the question this study endevoured

to answer.

2. The specific extent to which the tax system has .u

succeeded in dealing with the new problem and meeting the

new national economic goals is the other question this

study attempted to answer. The specific goals are: full

employment, price stability, economic growth, a favoura~le

government at the urge of the missionaries. Those mission-
ari~s'erroneosly believed that the tax would discourage
polygamy. In most African societies it is customary that
a polygamist bui Ids di fferent houses (or huts) for each
one of his wives. So by taxing the huts the colonial
regimes believed they would make it more costly for the
Africans to acquire more wives which would imply paying
more taxes. The imposition of this tax became more important
for its intention rather than its achievement as it proved
ineffective and was abandoned and replaced by the "Poll Tax."

10
Poll ?ax - the replacement for the hut tax which also

proved ineffective. It wasavillage tax paid by the head of
the village j rrespec t ive of his wealth or st atus .

11See S.O.' Kwa sa , "Taxation and Economic Development in
Zambia" in Suliman and Brauw-Hay, Income Taxation in Eastern
Afr.ica, (Armsterdam: International Bureau for Fiscal Docllment-
ati.on» 1980, pp. 109-201.
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balance of payment and equitable distribution of income.

3. What role (establish~d from items 1 and 2 above) have

taxation and tax policies played in promoting economic

development during the period of the study.
I

The objective wis to achieve all the above

purposes through a concerted analytical process aimed at

providing specific ; ~nswers to the following specific

questions:-

(1) What are the main criteria for tax determination

and what bearings do they have on government

spending and economic development ?
(2) Is there a significant cause-effect relationship

between Zambia's tax revenue and her GNP? If so

what are its main determinants ?
(3) If the answer to item 1 and 2 above is affirmative,

what adjustments may be necessary in the tax

systeQ so as to make it sufficiently responsive

to fluctuations in the GD~ to assure a high

level of economic incentive, stability and

growth, and

(4) Lastly, what (if any) tax reforms may be
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suggested from the lessons of the sixteen years covered

by this study which might be useful in formulating the

fiscalpoJicies of the future.

IIYPOTHESIS:

In order to achieve the objectives of this study

and to solve its main problem, certain hypotheses have

been formulated based on the researcher's observations

and theories derived from previous studies by other

scholars.
J 2

One such theory was formulated by Harley Ili nr f c-h x
13and later developed by the staff of thein 1966

International Monetary Fund (IMF). Its main thrust is

the structural changes in the tax system during the various

development stages. This study may be considered as an

extension of the Hinrichs Theory and its application to

the specific case of Zambia in order to se€ if Z~mbia

proves or disproves the theory and its conclusions.

Hinrichs conclusion provides a set of character-

istics which wouJd be apparent in an open economy of a

developing country at certain given stages of

development. A country's specific position

12Harley H. Hinrichs, ~ General Theory of Tax Structure
Changes During Economic Development, (Harvard: Harvard Law
School), 1866.

13
IMF Staff whose contributions are cited later in this

paper are Chenery, Bird, Morawetz, Chelliah, Lutz, Morss,
Kelly, Tait, Grantz and Eichengreen.
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on the U - shaped curve would be determined by the time

scale depicted by its development stage. This time scale

is not a calender time scale but a periodic time scale

made up of three periodic stages: traditional, transition~~

al14 and moderni ty periods. Zambia, with its high (60%)
LoveI . of dependence on foreign trade, qualifies as

a very "open" economy. Being also a developing coun try

it falls fairly well into the Hinrichs t category of

Transitional Society. Therefore our first hypothesis

based on the observation and reinforced by these

earlier theories (summarized in Chapter Two) goes

as follows:-

HYPOTHES I S I:

As a transitional economy Zambian economy shows ~

~~gh external dependence o~ th~ foreign ?ector a~~

~ £.!:adualshift from dependence on minerals and

foreign trade based sources .:!:oward$domestic ta.x

based sources of revenue for its development finance,

This hypothesis suggests that if past studies

're accurate and their conclusions are generally

applicable, then in a mono-commodity economy like

ambia's, there will be a shift from dependence on that

_14For more details see "Definition of Terms."
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single commodity to the more general dependence on

taxation as a source of government revenue for development.

An empirical test was carried out to confirm or reject

this contention.
15The IMF studies (all summarized below) seem to

suggest that elasticity of the tax system is closely

associated with tax policy effectiveness as a tool of

development. Dav i.d Morawetz16 and Hollis Cbenery 17

particularly emphasize the link between the structural

changes in taxation and the direction and even the rate

of growth. From their conclusion and this author I s other

observations another hypothesis may be stated as follows;-

HYPOTHESI S I I :

During the period of this .§_tudy!he responsiveness of

the Zambian tax revenue to change~ in the GDP showed .-(

an inadequate degree Q! elasticity to enable the economy

to cope ~i th th~ basic r~venue needs o!. tbe government

and of development.

The implication of this hypothesis is that if its

assumptions are correct, then the degree of elastici ty

15The relevant ones are summarized in Chapter Two
under "Preceding Related Works. IT

16 .Davld Morawetz, Twenty Iive Years of Economic
Development. (Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore), 1975.

17Hol1i8 Chenery, Structural Changes and Development
Policy, (Oxford University Press: Oxford),-1979.
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licity o[ the ~ambian tax system during the period of

this study was inadequate with respect to changes in

the GDP. Consequently, the potentiality of taxation

po lici es as instruments of e conom ic development through

their manipulable potentia] capacities for jncentives,

~LahiliLy, control and growLh (in addition to revenue)

was uti Li zod below c apac i t.y during 10G:J·,-80.

The rel.a t Lo nsh i.p cl epicted in Il ypo t hc si s II

implies further that if such a cause-effect relation-

ship does exist between tax and GDP, then fiscal

policies need to be geared towards creating such

flexibility in the taxjGDP ratio so as to enhance tax

resP9nsivenes$ to changes in the national income. This

is the problem to which the World Bank and HIF Group

refer as the "elsaticity of the tax system." It is

indirectly linked with the "tax effort. II

The third hypothesis which links the tax system

with the changes in the government revenue goes as follows:-

HYPOTHESI S I I I:

There is a causal relationship between the changes

in th~ Zambian tax revenue and the changes in the

GDP which is mainly determined by the impact
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"EXPORT ENCLAVE" means that region of a developing

country where development efforts were concentrated during

the colonial period on the basis of its capacity to supply

the raw material coinmodities. In Zambia. this enclave

incl uded the Copperbelt Province and the Li nk t ng "Lf.n e

of Rai1. II The Copperbelt suppl ied the main commod itY

of crucial interests to the colonial regimes, copper. It

was then transported to the nearest port for shipping via

the railway lines to overseas markets.

"ECONmrrc DEVELOPMENT" is generally used in the

welfare criteria sense. It implies growth in per capita

income accompanied by overall improvement in human welfare.

This requires re-distribution as well as increase in

income to bring about positive social changes. But

economic development also implies the economy's ability to

provide the basic needs: food, shelter, health facilities

and a minimum acceptable level of literacy. Whereas growth

might imply the increase in the arithmetic ratio of wealth

to population, development would require and imply increas-

ing improvement of the standard of living of all, or at

least the majority members of the society.

,. -'~
. ,
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"Line of Rai I" means the region along the main rai lway

lines described under "Export Enclaves" above. It is

made up of the main line from Livingstone in the south

to Chingola in the north. It goes through Kitwe, Lusaka,

Kapiri Mposhi, Ndola Ka twe and Chililab ombwe. There is

also another line from Lusaka to Chiputa in the East

which links Zambia with Mozambjque through Malawi.

"Commanding Heights" means the mainstay of the economy

which include the mining industry, commercial and distri-

bution industries, monetary and credit industries which

include the banking institutions, insurance companies,

building societies and transport industry. The control

over these commanding heights in any country is consid-

ered as tantamount to control over the national lifeblood

through the grip on the national economid security and

the nations whole future.

"Buoyancy of the Tax System" means the ability of the

tax system to rise and fall with the national income. In

this study it· refers to the capacity of the revenue from

taxation to adjust themselves to fluctuations in the

levels of income as the latter shifts upwards and

downward due to other economic factors.
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The key notations which will be used in this study

are listed below for quick reference. This will be the

key to all the formulae and equations in the whole of

the discussion:-

KEY TO NOTATIONS:----

y Monetary Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

T = Total Tax Revenue

T = Total tax revenue from customs and excises
c

T Total tax revenue from minerals
m

T. Total tax revenue from income taxes
1

T = Total tax revenue from all other taxes
0

TE Total revenue from copper exports
c

TR = Total revenue from copper royalties
c

Ec = volume of copper exports

V = Volume of copper produced and sold expressed in
metric tons.

~ addition to the~other notations will be explained as

they appear in the main text.
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GANIZATIONANDMETHOD:

This study ~as organised in sequential chapters.

eh chapter deal t with a specific aspect of the problem

the following procedural pattern: Chapter One intro-

ueed the problem, outlined the purpose and objective of

he study, summarized the hypothesis and discussed

me preceding theories on some s Lmi lar problems. It

Iso outlined the method and organization of the study,

ts significance and anticipated contribution to knowledge

hile stating the scope of the study's coverage and limits.

In Chapter Two the conceptual focus was presented

ased on the selected preceding works. The ones selected

.. 1 . we r e 1 f P f R' h d dor cr i t i.ca r ev i ew I t .ros e o: ro essors lC ar an

eggy ItIusgraves, the International Monetary Fund (HIP)

nd Dr Harley H. Hinrichs due to their close relevance to

he specific problem of this study. Other works such as

hose of Professors Adebayo Adedej i, Alan Peacock,

ohnF. Due, A.H. Prest, Harry G. Johnson and Milton C.

uy lor , a I though relevant were refered to but were not

11reviewed in details. This was partly because there

as no need to review them all in detail but also

ecause they deal with the general problem but do not
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formulate general framework on which specific cases

likethis one can be tested. The selected ones seem to

do this formulation better for this particular case.

Chapter Three aurnmarLzed the general overview

of the Zambian economic st ruc t ur-e and laid out the basic

background on which the study was carried out. In the

same chapter the main inherited socio-economic constraints

~re discussed against the pOI itical transition and the

aggregation of their repercussions on developm~nt efforts.

In Chapter Four the methodology and strategic formulae

used in the study were~outliflect. The paper put forward

a set of broad leading generalizations concerning the

changes in the tax structure and simulteneous changes

in the GDP, t hrough a given period of socio-economic

development in Zambia. In doing so the study utiU.zed

the regression analysis of the time series approach.

The sets of data were~r~gressed to revea] the relative

structural changes in the dependent variables and their

explanatory variables over the period of the study, 1964
to 1980.

The main changes which were analyzed include

the changes in the GDP, government revenue, total tax
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enue and the four main categories of taxes: (i) income

, (ii) customs and excises, (iii) mineral taxes and

alties and (iv) all other minor taxes. The main purpose

this excise was to reveal the significant changes in

importance of each tax contribution to government

enue and through that its impact on the growth of the

Population data was introduced in this analysis to

w the significance of the effect of population growth

that of per capita income which is one indicator of

nomic development.

Chapter Five gave the actual regression analysis

come. It presented the' summary of the regression

ults in a tabular form from which the R2 and the

est results can be easily read out. The chapter also

cussed the interpretation of the results and went

iher to outline their significance and implicatjons.

se findings were also discussed in terms of their

.economic repercussions for the economy.

In Chapter Six the paper put forward and arguEd

case for a tax reform in Zambia. which was one result

the findings of the preceding analysis and observed

namena. Chapter Seven outline the main social and
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political ramifications of the findings-of the study.

S~aries and conclusions were outlined in Chapter Eight.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:

This study covers only the Republj_c of Zambia, a

politically sovereign state situated in the south central

Africa between latitudes 23S -35S and longitudes 8E - 18E.

Thestudy covers the sixteen ye ar s from 1964 (when Zarnb ia

achieved independence from colonial rule) to 1980. This

period was chosen because of its uniqueness as a period

of economic and social transition from one phase (colonial)

of po l i t LcaI system to another phase. Consequently, it was

for Zambia (as for all other ex-colonial countries) a

period of adjustment in terms of economic and political

goals and obj ect i ves. But more specifically, it was

chosen because Zambia, unlike other ex--colon:i.al countries,

had to make some extremely drastic adjustments in its

i iscaI pol icies having previous ly depended heavi ly on

mi ne r a -11·()Vt~n ue s wh i c h were rapidly d w i n dI ing during the

p.-r iod or thi s study. The need for au alternative source

of finance for development was therefore pressing.

Many overlapping developments interacted during

this period in Zambia all of which cannot be

exhausti ve ly discussed in t his paper. The paper does
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~ot, for example, discuss in details the political and

other social developments of the same period. They are

only outlined and refered to where their ramifications

on the economic scene directly affects the results of

this study. Even the economic variables are selectively

chosen to concentrate the analysis only on those factors

relevant to the specific focus of this study, namely,

the tax and other fiscal policies. It analyzes the

relative impact of the changes in the tax revenues, total

trade and government revenue on national income. It does

not go into such discussions as monetary· policies, foreign

loans and grants all of which partially affected the

study is basically an in-depth analysis of economic data

final results of economic performance. Therefore, this

wi.t hin the socio-political framework 01' the period 1964-80.

to the understanding of fiscal problems. It applies the

SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRIBUTIONS:

There are two contributions that this study makes

general theories that were recently developed by fiscal

economists, especially the World Bank Group to explain

the behaviour of the tax revenue during economic develop-

ment to a specific country situation. In this way we

seek to find out how useful the understanding of these

problems and dealing with them, the models can be.
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Secondly, this study.will add substantially to the exist-

ing knowledge of the releationship between the GNP, on

the one hand, and that crucial aspect of public finance

- taxation. For fiscal policy-makers, this contribution
I

can fill an important gap in the guidelines for policy

formulation. For most developing countries the knowledge

of the tax/GDP relationship requires the Imowledge of the

income elasticjty of the tax system. To be able to

formulate realistic national development policies, the

expected revenue sources must be both predictable and

reliable. Taxation, being the most reliable, flexible

and predictable source of finance for development, such

plans must depend on it. Therefore, a study like this

one which determines the ~...~ trend and income elasticity

of the tax revenue, is a prerequisite for a meaningful

planning for national economic development. This study

does, therefore, supply this essential ingradient for

future development plans for official and unofficial

(academic) use. The general conclusions and findings

of this study will be applicable not only to Zambia but

also to other developing countries especially those

with open mono-commodity economies.
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CHAPTER TWO:

THEORETICAL FRAtlliWORKAND RELATED WORKS:

A. PAST CONTRIBUTIONS AND PRECEDING RELATED IDEAS:

With the emergence of the Third World in the World

economic scene, the core of discussion on the problem of

taxation assumed a dual focus. In the developed countries,

the discussion had previously centered around the general

role of fiscal polic~ as a supplement to monetary policy

in the effort, among other things, to stabilize the economy.

In this sense the concern and the leading idea w~s not very

different from those with which the classical scholars1 had

beenconcerned. But in the developing countries the lead-

ing issues revolved around the link between taxa LLon (and

The first leading idea is the concern ab6ut what the

other fiscal policies) and development. There are three

basic leading ideas around which the discussion on taxation

in developing economies revolve:-

overnments of developing countries should do to accelerate

wnomic development utilizing taxation and other fiscal

alicy tools, One of the original contributors

1
From Adam Smi th' s four canons of a good tax the succeed-·

Ing scholars such as Adolf Wagner, Bastable, Selligman,
albert, .Iohn Stuart Mill, S'ismond i and Robert Jones to name
lust a few, have all discussed the various approaches to the
ame problem without coming to any single unanimous agreement.
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to the ideas on this problem was Professor Arthur Lewis2

who in his many writings placed this problem high in his

priority hierachy. He identified nine functions of

government in a developing economy. These functions fit

fairly well into the five general goals of a developing

economy as shown on Table I below.

Just as the general goal overlap so do the functions

of a government overlap. This explains the reason wh~ for

example, function 8 appears against both goals A and E.

Other functions could also appear under several goals in a

similar manner. But in the table we have placed each

function against the goal or goals to which it contributes

the most without implying that its contribution is limited

to that goal alone. Lewis discusses some broad issues of

~vernment poljcies as they affect or are directed tu
promote those nine functions. His study leads him t.o

wnclude that these nine government fumctions can be best

carried out by use of a fiscal policy in which taxation as

~ instrument of policy is judic{ously applied to regulate

the level of saving, investment and provisions for jncentives.

Kaldor,

is further developed by Professors Nicholas
. 1 3John Due and later examined further by Ursula H1C~S.

The idea

2Arthur Lewis, "Government" in Mi I t,on Taylor 's Taxat ion
for African Development. (African Pub!~s~tng Corporation:
New York), 1970, pp 4-24. ',. .."

3~Ii1ton Taylor, pp. 25-202.



ECONOMIC GOALS AND GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.--- -- -

GOALS OF A DEVELOPING
NATIONAL ECONOMY.

LEWIS' FUNCTIONS OF
THE GOVERNMENT.

~ 1. Maintaining Public Services.

A. ECONOMIC GROWTH
2. Influencing Attitudes.

3. Influencing Level of Investment.

B. FULL EMPLOYMENT

~8. Influencing the Use of Resources

(4. Ensuring Full Employment.

[5. Controlling the Quantity of Money.

'16. Controlling Business Fluctuations.

[7. Influencing Distribution of Income

J8. Influen'cing the Use of Resources.

-L 9. Shaping Economic Institutions.

C. STABILISATION

D. INCOME DISTRIBUTION

E. DIVERSIFICATION

Source: Athur Lewis, "Government" from Taxation for African Development,
edited by Mil ton Taylor; (New Yo rk : Africana Publi-
shing Corpotation), 1970, p. 6.

l'V
OJ
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Kaldor attempts to establish the optimum tax

system and the means for its achievement. He argues for

high agricultural taxation and no concessions to attract

foreign investments at all. The former, he con-

siders as a feasible means of increasing food for sale

and thus increasing "savings" for economic development.

The latter, he regards as a mere "begger-thy-neighbour"

form of competition which is unlikely to assist development.

rofessorDue, on the other hand, considers tax incentives

to the business sector as the surest means of encouraging

investment for development. Lastly, Hicks discards the

conventional methods of financing that many developing

nations have, in the past, depended upon such as foreign

aid (gifts, grants and loans) and recommends domest ic

taxation as the vital and dependable motive fOTce behind

economic development.

Divergent as these prescriptions may appear,

they still agree on one thing; that in developing count-
be

ries taxation must/given higher priority as a policy ..

instrument for development. This leads to the next idea

on which the- discussion on taxation in developing coun t-

ries is set .
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CACERES - SAMUELS HYPOTHESIS:

The second leading idea is the role of the foreign

sector and its significance in the determination of the

position of taxation in an open national economy. The
6idea was first discussed by L.H. Samuels who argued that

in most African "open economies" with foreign trade re-

presenting sometimes as much as 60% of domestic money

incomes, tax revenue may heavily relY on this foreign

sector. External economic fluctuations may prove to

be the crucial determinants of the fluctuations in the

tax revenue. Consequently, tax policies may be highly

sensitive to the expected impulses emanating from the

external sector. Therefore as a domestic policy tool,

taxation may be an instrument with highly constrained

perspective under these conditions. In this respect an

earlier study by Caceres7 may be of some interest as it

deals with a similar problem.

Caceres in his contribution cited above concludes tbn

import substitution type of industrialisation tebds to

distort ..the economy making it more dependent on external

forces. If such a distortion takes place when the need

611i1ton Taylor, op. ci t. pp. 52-76.
7 ·G v t h ;."L. Il. Caceres, "Expor t Taxes an~ Economlc rov ~ ,

• ~ . T F J Taxation and SconomlC Development.
In 10Y8, u .. ~., <, L - -- ~24Frank Cass: London), 1978, pp 105-.1. .
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Mgrowth and development is urgent (as is the case in

stdeveloping countries), then the only effective policy

ptionmust be a radical structural change in the economy

Halving tax credits, possibly land reforms and redistr-

butionof incomes. These must be designed to bring the

enefitsto a wider spectrum of the population. This

ccordingto Caeeres, is the only way to bring about econ-

iegrowth and development. This need for structural

~ge brings this discussion to the last leading issue.

THE HINRICHS' MODEL:

The third leading idea on 'taxation 'in developing

oono~iesis the issue of struetural changes in the tax

stemduring economic development. Po-L'Low i ng Hinrichs I'

which examined structural changes

erehave been other studies especially by the IMF staff.

lnrich examined a number of African and Asian

untriesover the years 1957 through 1960, IUs findings

~to bear out Lewis' and Hicks' observations that

~ared with other policy tools, taxation is the crucial

lieyinstrument of econorni c development in under-indust-

alisedeconomies. But he goes further in his study and

aviclesempirical data to back his claim that the lower
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the stage of development the higher the share of external

influence on fiscal policy in an "open economy".

But the most significant of Hinrichs'inventions

is the U - shaped function depicting the different tax

structures during the various stages of economic develop-

ment shown on Figure I below. These stages range from

traditional through transitional to modernity stages.

He maintains that his conclusions are that:-

1. Traditional societies derive most of their government

revenue mainly from non-tax sources. We tested

this theory in terms of Zambian experience between
1964 and 1980.

2. During transitional period these non-i t ax sources

diminish as ratios of both current revenues and
national income.

3. When societies break away from tradi tional ways

indirect taxes become more important especially those

on trade sector. The degree of "openness" becomes

a factor in determining the position of a country on
the U - shaped curve.

4. Indirect taxes are important in the external sector

in the early tran~itional period but are superceded'

by internal direct taxes at the latter transitional
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period. This trend continues into modernity period.

5. Finally, increased tax structure flexibility as a

by-product of modernity is evident at the mature

modernity stage.

These are important conclusions which

once confirmed to be universally true, may well hold

the key to our understanding of the behaviour of develop-

ing econo~ies to changes in the tax policies.

In this particular study, we picked out one

very open economy (Zambia) and analyzed its tax

structure to find out whether or not it fits into this

Hinrichs' model. We did this by probing analytically

into the behaviour of its tax revenue in relation to

GDP and its expenditure pattern. We estimated the

income elasticity of the tax system to see how responsive

to the changes in national income the tax system was

as our starting point. We Lhen broke up the tax system

into its various components to assess the relative

impact of each category of tax on total revnue.
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B. THE THEORETICAL FOCUS:

Theoretically, it is useful to view the role

of fiscal policy as a means of raising the domestic

saving ratio from an initial fullemplOymerit situat-

Lon . 9Musgrave and Musgrave argue that while

making a first approximation to the amount of tax

revenue required to achieve a certain target rate of

growth, differences between the various sources

of tax revenue may be disregarded. Supposing that the

objective of the tax policy is to achieve a 2% annual

rate of growth in per capita income. With a 2% annu-

al rate of population growth, income must grow at

more than 4% per year. 'Such a rate of growth would

require a certain rate of capital formation or invest-

ment expenditure as a percentage of national income.

This ratio (call it z) may be crudely estimated by

use of an .incre.mental capital-output ratio and is

defined as follows:

z
,6..K

f::;.Y L:::..y
I

. (1.1)

where K ~ capital stock, the level of annualI

invest.ment (=A.K), and Y r= GDP.
9

R.A. Musgrave and P.B. Musgrave, Public Finance
in Theory and Practice. (McGraw-Hill Kagashuka: Tokyo),
1076, pp. 102 - 124.
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II g is the desired rate of growth, then

!r
b

,AY

Y
( I . .: )

tile required investment rate 1/Y may be obtained
by substitution as fo]lows:-

1

Y

bK bY
--- zg . ( 1 . 3)..D.Y y

z == 3, and g 4 per cent, then'rhus, if

IIY ,= J2 per cent. This investment ratio must

be matched by a corresponding savings ratlo to

a~sure economic Lalance. '1'llerelore,the econorny

mu st be able to secure 12% of nationaJi.neorne to

grow at the desired rate of 4%. It is necessary to

have:

S + S O.12Y .P g

where Sp privaLe savings and

.(1.4)

Sg government

savings. The 1eve] of private savings is given Ly

sp s(Y T)

t)Y

. (1.5)

or Sp s(1

where s == propensity to save out of disposable income,

T total tax, and

t tax rate.
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The level of government savings equals

sg tY - cY . (1.6)

where c current government expenditure as a frac-

tion of national income, and t = tax ratio to nati-

anal income. Substituting equation (1.5) and (1.6)

into (1.4 ) we obtain

t = 0.12 - s + c
1

--- s

Using a typical value for s of

(1. 7)

3 per cent and for

c of 10 per cent, we obtain t 19.6. That is

to say that a tax rate of 19.6 per cent is needed to

obtain a growth rate of 4 per cent.

The above analysis refers to a closed economy

under the assumption that (a) the impact of the exter-

is assumed to be zero, and (b) the level of savings
is equal to the level of investment (i.e. S = I ex-post)

within the closed economy.

But in an open economy such as that of Zambia,

some adjustments must be made to take into considera-

tion the. substantial influence that the foreign sector

excises on the economy. The theoretical model for
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such an economy must incorporate a net export element

(Xn) into its operational equation. Its theoretical

framework may be stated by defining Gross National

Product (GNP) as synonymous with Gross National Income

(GNY). We use the symbol (Y) to represent it in the

conventional National Income model:

Y = C + I + X -I Gn .(1.8)

where Y Gross National Income,

C = Consumption

I Investment,

Xn Net Investment, and

G = Government Expenditure.

Since changes in spending are the primary concern,

the relationaship is expressed in term~ of changes

or deviations from the previous equilibrium (1964)

to the end of the study period (1980).

~y = Ac + 6.1 + .6xn +4G (1. 9)

So bC = Aa + AbY = 6a + bl1Y
6..1 = Ah +AbY := l>.h + bAy

6.Xn = bE + ~mY = AE + mb..Y

6G = AG.

But since total impact on income (Y) of a change in
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any of its autonomous components is significant, Y

must be expressed in terms of Aa, h,h, f) G, and

AE only. Performing the appropriate substi-

tutions on equation (1.9)

A Y :;;:;Aa + A b!1Y + Ah + d6.Y + dE - m~ + A G,

A Y :;;:;bAY - dAY + mAY ::::::~ a + t\ h + 1\ E + LlG ,

l:S :;;:; 1 + L1 G)

In this model, any change in autonomous spending,L\D,

will change total spending or income by

1 LlD .. . (1. 10)
1 b d + m

Any change in G will shift the aggregate demand

function by an ammount bD 6.G which represents

autonomous change in spending and will result in an

ultimate change in expenditure of

t).Y 1 b.G . (1.11)
1 b d + m

So by 1AG 1 b d + m

represents the expenditure multiplier.
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The size and change o:f this expenditure multiplier
by is what we want to establish with empirical
~G
data at Stage A3 o:f our :format under Methodology.

Similarly, in Stage A2 we wish to establish the change

in Y as a function of C, I, Xn and G in the

dynamic form :from equation (1.9). Given the nature

of the change in population (Ap) and other independent

variables under Stages B2 and B3

"Ac +Ax n+ AI
. (1. 12)

=

In Zambia the variable G is o:f special in-

terest due to comparatively strong impact o:f govern-

ment expenditure on Y. So with government current

expenditure which amounts to .approximately 10% of

national income, the government savings o:f 9.6 % of

national income is either used to :finance additional

investment or loaned to :finance additional private

or parastatal investment.

So there is a spillover of government expendt-

ture into the private or semi-private sectors (para-

s t a L a J ~; (; c: L () I' ) .

oa.io.r i t y shares in most industrial and cornrne-r ci aI
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enterprises in""Zambia, these parastatals now constitute the

main industrial and commercial enterprises. So in

Zambia , the line of demarcation between the govern-

ment sector and private sector has gradually become

blurred. The government and its para-statal corpor-

ations generate a large percentage of investment.

Economic growth can therefore be said to rely main-

ly on governrnentt and para-statal activities to a

very large extent. So the expenditure multiplier
nbecomes a crucial detcrminat of the capacity of

the economy to generate impetus for growth. This

capacity will be determined later in the analysis of

empirical data in Chapter Six.

But having made such a first approximation

to its revenue needs, the government then decides

whether its target is feasible and can be attained

under any realistic tax reform program or not. This

decision depends on the structural framework, the

capacity of the tax administration machinery and the

political will to make the necessary tax assessments

work. In a country like Zambia, where in the past



mineral revenue covered almost all the revenue require-

.ments, such adjustments become slow and painful

processes. In addition, a development plan which is

too ambitious may require more than the new revenue

sou i-c es (LuxaUon) can reasonably be expected to

procillee. Such u plan may be worse than no plan at

all, as .i t. t.e nd s to end up with uncompleted pio j ect s

and unfulfilled expectations. So this theory is based

on a tax rate within the range of 20% which is the

rate Like Ly to be achieved by most developing COUI1-::"

t.r i C~:;. The mode] used here is based on such tax r ange .

In equation (1:6) we noted that the determin-

ants ot· government savings were tax rate tY and

Government current e xp en d t I.ure {(~Y) , The Le ve I o f c.

in the expression cY is gjven by the expenditure

requirements which in t.urn is determined by the ex-

':isting economic an d so c i.a.Jc Lr c urns t an ce s .

p01 Lc ies have to meet these re qu.ir-ernc n t.s as best they

can. The only flexible element in the equation is

S which will fluctuate according to .how the cY
{T
o

inflates or deflates each year in relation to Y .
.

That leaves tax rate as the event~al determinnn[ of

40
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the level of government sector investment. In most

developing countries , this government sector invest-

ment is an important determinant of national econo-

mic development. So let us follow furtber tbe Lrnp L-

ications of the rate effect on economic development.

Tax rate Look.ed at: [II r-e La t.i on to natj,~Jta.:1

income is - a:good approximation of the tax ratio to

GDP. Since our interest is not SOl much in the abso-

lute f i gu r es of t ax rate and t ax rat io, but in their

chun ges , the c l os e relations between the two variables

is sufficient for our pupose. The specific focus of

our inLerest is in the fact that cbanges which occur

in the tax rat io to GDP CiY) will be reflected in

the changes which occur in the tax ratio to GDP (iit/AY).

Or to look at it from the point 01 view of equation (1.6)

.(1.]3)

or

t = AT/M

since tY =: T/GDP.

Therelore in order to determine the changes in cY

and Sg which are the determinants of the level of
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tax elasticity has occupied the interest of scholars and

government investment; private inve~tment, stability and

so growth; the focus was on the ehanges in the rat io

(ATjAY) :

1. THECHANGESIN THE TAX RATIO:

Estimating the responsiveness of the tax revenue

to changes in the national income as measured in terms of

~licymakers because elasticity is measured with reference

10
proxies for a country' s ~'tax handles." As in Lotz and

to a given tax structure. The actual estimation Lnvo l ves

regressing the tax ratio on variables which serve as

Morss~l the ratio of taxes to GDP is represented in the

equation

TjGDP = feR) . (1. 14)

where T = taxes,

GDP = gross domestic product, and

H = a vector of tax handles.

F 1 12
o lowing Lotz, Morss and Musgraves' approaches, ease

of tax collection is positively related to the"fbllowing:-

10A base to which a tax rate can be applied or pegged
such as wages and salaries is often refered to as a "tax handle. I

11
J.R. Lotz and E.R.Morss - "Measuring Tax Effort in

Developing "Count r i es ;" HfF Staff Papers, V. 14, November
1967, pp 478-499.

12
Richard A. Musgrave, Fiscal Systems, {Yale Univers-

ity Press: New Haven), 1969, pp. 91-206.
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1) the share of trade13 in production,

2) the sectoral composition of the economy,

3) the percentage of economic units exceeding a cert-

ain size limit and the number of workers which

distitiguishes them as significant contributors to

employment and to tax revenue, and

-l) relative importance of large ac ale retail

establishments.

Each one of these factors is represented by the
folowing proxies:-

Factor 1 by X+M/Y (ratio of foreign trade to Gnp)
or just Xy (ratio of export to GDP). This ratio

also represents the indicator of 'openness'.

Factor 2 by Ny (the ratio of mining to Gnp) and Ay

(the ratio of agriculture to GDP). The importance

of large scale producers, employers and retail estab-

lishments is positively related to the level of econ-·

OQic development. Therefore Y (per capita income)p

is taken as a proxy for Factors 3 and 4.

With these proxies it is now possible to build

the fund.amental relationship which incorporates vari-

ous combinations of the explanatory variables. The
13

Both domestic and foreign trade. But in a
country like Zambia which has a very strong bias .
towards foreign trade it was mainly foreign trade.
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basic relationship is:

T/GDP ~ f(X+M/Y, Xy, Ay, Yp) (1.15 ).

where TjGDP == tax ratio to GDP,
X+M/Y == ratio of total trade (export .f- import)

to national income,

Xy == ratio of export to national income,

Ay == ratio of agriculture to national income

and Yp = income per capita.

The various combinations of these explanatory variables
t i t d . Li d i 14 b . d i 1were es lma e ln some ear ler stu les y 1n lV1dua.

equations. But here we combine them and present the

equations ·in in Chapters Four and Five of this study.

The reason for selecting this formula is that

it measures the sucrifice incurred in order to raise

tax revenue more accurately than a simple tax ratio.

Similar estimations have been used by IMF to rank

countries aecording to t hei r "tax effort. ,,15 But in a

country with a high tax effort, other measures may be

employed to deal with a budgetary deficit. Chelliah

Baas and Kelly16 put forward the argument that the indice§

14Rajah J. Chelliah, H.J. Baas and M.R Kelly -.
"Tax Ratio and Tax Effort in Developing Countries,"
IMF Staff Papers, Vol.22,March 1975.

15 ."Tax Effort" is the ratio of tax revenue to
national income. It is measured by relating actual
tax collection to some indicator of the tax capacity
in most cases the national income.

16Same as fooinote 14 above.
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ue not intended to be applied in a mechanistic manner but

to.be used to judge whether there is scope for

additionaltaxes.

But the arguments may ue countered by this

"thor's view that the level of taxation is not

unambiguouslyrelated to any concept of effort.

Evenwhen the relative prices of pub Lic Ly and privately

providedgoods do not differ across countr ies, tastes

to the private-public goods combinations may

so. It is therefore quite possible that

Country Q while trying to equate their

rginal social benefits and privatei provision of

and services may achieve quite different tax ratios

ich cannot be interprated as indices of efforts but

result of conventional maximizing behaviour. So the

term "tax effort, I' this author bel Lev es , is in

tselfmisleading. Therefore, our reference to these

uationswill not be to measure "tax effort" but to

to ascertain the relative importance of taxes

f various types (as they are linked to their relative

in the determination of national growth
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2. STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION OF THE TAX REVENUE:

The second theoretical consideration is that

concerning the structural composition of the revenue

itself. This is the relative contribtition of each

tax category to the total tax revenue. The analysis

also seeks to establish tho dynamic relationship

between taxation and government expe ndit ur-eAI: in terms
..6G

of their changes over the years under discussion.

Stage A4 of our format under Methodology

refers to the total tax revenue (T) and its components

which may be represented as:

T = t. + t + 1: + t], m c 0
. (1.16)

where T = total tax revenue,

t. = income tax,
1

t = mineral tax (including royalty payments) ,m
tc = customs and excise taxes, and

to all other remaining minor taxes.

again our interest is in the changes in the tax

they are expressed in terms of changes in

the component taxes:

= /1t. + ~t + At + At .
1 m c 0

. (1.17)
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The changes in the four tax components are functions

of taxable incomes, the base of tax and the rates

(index of rate derived from the progressiveness of

the tax system) of that tax. Each tax component is

tested individually and the results are summarised

The rat i o /\rrf'~ gives the lillk beLween Lax revenue and
~G

government expenditure. From there we move to the

ratio .6G
~y

government

which gives

expenditure and GDP. The r ati.o D Y .i es
6P

implies econo-the crucial per capita indicant which

rnicdevelopment once it can be established that its

trend is positive over the period of study. So our

interest is in the establishment of the hypothesis

for the rate of growth of the ratio ?Y as it is
~P

reflected at various stages from Stage I to Stage IV.

SmlMARY:

The main theoretical points which emanate from

this review may be summarised as follows: The prime

target of fiscal policies in d~veloping countries is to

accelerate economic development. From this vantage

point the role of fiscal policy is theoretically
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viewed as a means of raising the domestic saving ratio

from some initial full employment situation. In

a closed economy, any given value of savings ratio

which implies a growth rate is found by sub$tracting

current government expenditure (cY) from the tax ratio

(tV). So, the relation which exsists between ~S )
~ 'g

and (tY) via cY implies that to achjeve a small

growth rate (i.e. 4 per cent) a larger tax rate

(i.e. 19.6 per cent) will be required. This closed

economy situation is fairly straightforward. The ex-

pected change in growth rate emanating from a given

or planned change in tax ratio is to a considerable

extent predictable.

In an open economyson the other hand)the

impact of any change in government spending (G) will

shift the aggregate demand CD) in such a manner that

L\D =6-.G. One cause of this is the very forceful

impact of the changes in the expenditure multiplier

which is drastically affected by the external trade

factor. So the two crucial determinants of growth

of national income are:

(a) the rate of government sector savings, and
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(b) the rate of external sector surplus to national

income.

The former being a f un ct ion of tY and cY , depends on
the gap between tax ratio and government expenditute

ratio. The tax -is a function of tax rate and taxable

income. This leaves the tax rate as the crucial

determinant of government saving given the level of

national income. The level of government expenditure

(cY) or (G) and savings (Sg) determine the level of

government investment. Government investment supple-

mented by private investment determine the rate of

growth and the level of stability. Fiscal policies

~ich incorporate changes in the tax ratio are

therefore the critical determinants of stability and

growth. Viewed in relation to changes in population

thepattern of economic development can be ascertained.
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CHAPTER THREE:

ZAMBIAN ECONOMIC STRUCTURE AND INDICATORS:
(AN OVERVIEW)

1. TIlE 1LI\INCHARACTERISTICS:

Zambia is a sparsely populated, landlocked country

situated in the center of the southern half of Africa. Its

comparatively small population of about 5.8 million peoplel
is unevenly scattered over a land area of approximately

750,000 square kilometers yielding an average population

density of 6.3 persons per square kilometer.2 Zambia

achieved its indpendence from Britain in October, 1964 after

the break-up of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

which was made up of Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia), South-

ern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and Nyasaland (now Ma Law.i.

Compared with its neighbors, Zambia's population

is sparse but grows at a high rate (above 3% between 1970

and 1980). Table II suggests that its gross domestic product

(GDP) in 1980 was only 3.8 billion dollars3 but has consjder-

able potential for greater increase. Due partly to its

small population, Zambia's GNP per capita is comparatively

high although its rate of growth is decreasing. The latter

is attributable to the high population growth against a slow GNl

lIBRD, World Development Report 1982, New York: Oxford
University Press; 1982, p. 110.

2C•S•O. Stati~ticil Y~arboo~, (L~~aka: Government
Printers), 1969, P!1.

3 IBRD, op.cit. p.ll1.
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growth. But apart from the rapid population growth which

causes serious social and economic demands on the national

development resources, Zambia also inheri ted from its

colonial past some crippling socio-economic problems:

THE COLONIAL LEGACIES:

On achieving independence Zambia acquired for

itself SOTaE: un Lque opjror t un it .ie s. but at the same time

found itself with the remnants of her colonial past

whichwere most Ly 1iabi 1it ies. Zambian ent ire economic

infrastructure had been deliberately geared towards one

the rapid exploitation of r~w matertal (mtnerais) .and

its fast shipment to overseas mar ke t s . For example,

transport facilities Lf.ke railways and all weather roads

Beira via Bulawayo - Livingstone - the Copperbelt

- Lobito with the specific purpose of transporting copper

to the sea for export abroad. The "Line of Rai I" was compa-

more developed at the expense of the rest of the

rural Zambia. So the problems which Zambia inher it ed may

ECONOMIC DUALISM: There was extreme dualism between

wealthy, export oriented mining sector and the

poor. subsistence rural sector largely outside the money



Source: IBRD, The World Bank Atlas, Washington D.C. 1979,p.9.
IBRD; World Development Report 1979, appendix.pp.110. CJ1

t\:I

TABLE XX
ZAMBIA AND OTllEn AFnICAN COUNTHIES:

(A Comparison of Population and Other GNP Indicators)

- . Population GNP at Market GNP per GROWTH RATE in %age
COUNTRY (1978) Prices 1978 c8.~·d1:"8. US$ Pop. GNP per. (million US$) (1978) 1970-78 capita 70-78

Nigeria 79.0 40,540 510 2.6 4.4
South Africa 26.6 37,640 1,400 2.7 1.1
Zaire 25.7 5,290 210 2.7 -1.4
Tanzania 16.4 3,440 210 3.0 2.1
Kenya 14.6 4,300 290 3.8 0.9
Ghana 10.6 3,940 370 3.0 -2.0
Moz amb i.qu e 10.0 1,320 140 2.5 -4.3'..
Zimbabwe 6.7 3,070 460 3.3 -0.01
Ma La wi 5.6 860 150 3.1 ·3.1

, Zambia 5.1 :3 ,,830 460 3.0 -0:2
Lesotho 1.3 320 250 2.4 9.9
Botswana .7 390 540 1.9 16.1
Swaziland .5 270 530 2.5 5.6
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economy. At independence the minerals contributed 40% of

total GNPand accounted for 20% of total employment, 90%

of exports of goods, 60% of total government tax revenue

~d 55%of imports of capital goods (mainly mining machinery)4.

Thus, the industrial urban areas of the country were

highly developed in contrast to the at agn a.nt agricul tural

rural regions. There emerged a perfect dual economy with

a dynamic, export oriented, cormnercial and: ,modern money

sector side by side with a .cornpar a't Lve Ly .. mixed- economy and

traditional rural sector. Yet over one half of' the population

lived and worked in the rural sector.

2, EXTERNALDEPEN~ENCY: Zambia also inherited a strangling

~pendency on external sources for its most crucial necessities.

(a) Due to the shortage of skilled local manpower, technical

services of all types relied on imported contractual staff.

This s i tua t ion was a result of the normal policy of the

colonial governmen ts to discourage the' training of local

~~le in highly skilled professions. By independence time

(1964) the country had less than 100 persons with higher than

secondary education, one dent ist and less than ten doc tors5 ~

~ring the colonial period highly educated Africans had been

considered as potential rivals in the labor market while

certain pr ore s s t ons (La w and Philosophy) a s politically r Ls ky .- . -
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(3) EXTERNAL REVENUE: The bulk of mineral revenue on

Soeducational dualism while not accidental created the

need to import large numbers of expatriate professional

andskilled technicians on which the country had to depend

for considerably long time.

which 60% of government revenue originated came from

copper sales proceeds and royalties. The volume o f copper

sales and its price in the London Metal Exchange (L.M.E.)

marketwere therefore important determinants of the

annual government budgets. But these copper revenues were

unpredictable. So the government gradually found itself

in a precarious revenue si tuat ion every year. The copper

c~panies in Zambia were privately owned by giant

~ltinational conglomorates whose shareholders outside

Zambiawere interested only in one thing - profits. They

did not care what happened to the countries like Zambia,

hire or Chile where their profits originated. But what

complicated the issue even more was that the multinational

oorporations which owned the copper companies also owned

the main copper buy ing companies overseas. Therefore, any

moveto nat. ionalize the industry in Zambia was likely to

encounter a damaging retaliatory boycot of Zambia I s copper
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in the international market which could strangle the

nations economy. So the policies relating to the copper

industry faced some serious constraints due to the

economy's dependence on external sources for its internal

fiscal requirements.

(4) IMPORTS: At independence time Zambia also found

itself dependent on imports of both consumer and producer

goods to an unhealthily high degree. This phenomenon was

partly a result of the underdevelopment of the industrial

sectoroutside the mining industry, and partly of the

reduced level of productivity even in the agricultural sector.

The former was due to the concentration of industrial

activities in the export oriented mineral production. The

latterwas due partly to the flight of large scale wh i te

farmersto Rhodesia (now Zimba.bwe) and South Africa f oLl.ow i.ng

independence. It was also a result of the exclusion of

the Africans from ownership of large-scale farming land

duringthe colonial days. So it required some time for

unskilledAfrican farmers to acquire both the skill and

the interest to move and to succeed in cornme rc i a I farming.

educated Africans prefered to seek office

~rk in towns which were considered more prestigious than

So Zambia found itself short of both agricultural

~d manufactured good for every domestic consumption
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requiremen ts. It depended on hostile Bouth Africa for-

considerable ~mouht bf its needs·foi domestic consumption.

II: SOME STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY:

Table III below shows some selected indicators

of Zambia's economic structure changes during the period

1964-80. The table suggests that t he average growth rate oI

real domestic production of the ~ambia economy was 2.8%

during the period. The population growth during the same

period was 3.5% per year. The suggested implication is

that there was no significant increase in the real per

capita GDP. In addition to that, while Gnp increased at

2.8% p. a. its most import~nt contributor, the mining

industry, registered a negative growth of over 2.5% per

year. Subsj~tence agriculture on wlljch 55% of the

population depends for its live]ihood grew at only 0.9%

over the same period. As the mining and agricultural

sectors constituted the largest contributors to the GDP,

the relatively poor perfomance of these two sectors can

be considered as the main explanation for the decline

in the GDP growth shown on Table III below. The positive
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performance of the other sectors: commercial agriculture

(8.3%), manufacturing (6.6%), construction (4.1%) and

services (7.2%) were not sufficient to offset the impact

of the negative trend of mining and subsistence agriculture.

TABLE III:

THE GROWTH STRUCTURE OF ZA~BIAN ECONOMY: 1965-80.
(per cent per annum)

2.8

I
L-- 1965-80.

IGDP
I
IAgricult ure,
andFishing

F'ore~try
1.7 3.3

5.9 9.3

0.7 0.9

-4.8 -0.8

11. 2 2.9

-2.4 8.3

2.7 ·-0.4

9.3 5.4

2.8

CommercialAgriculture 8.3

~bsistence Agriculture 0.9

Miningand Quarying -2.5· .

Manufacture 6.6

Construct ion 4. .1

Transport, Communication
andStorage 0.2

Services 7.2

Source: calculated from:

C.S.O., Monthly Digest of Statistics,
'(Government Printers: Lus aka ) , Vol. XI, 1975,

p. 55 and Vol. XVIII, 1981, p 51.

I
I!
If
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A. INVESTMENT AND SAVINGS:
During the period 1964-80, the gross national

savings averaged 36% of GDP, while the domestic investment

was 27%.6 This ~as quite sufficient saving to finance

investment. As Table IV shows, savings were high up

until 1970. After 1970 they fell to an average of 29%

from 1971 through 1980. At the same time investment rose

to 39%. The gap between domestic savings and investment

was filled by foreign investment funds including loans

from international organizations. This fall in domestic

savings may be explained by (a) the drying up of government

recurrent budgetary surpluses, (b) the increase in current

private transfers and (c) net payment for factor services.

The large net f ore ign capital inflows were ::i<riever..: quite

sufficient to make up for the decljne in national savings

relative to GDP and so the foreign exchange position

continued to deteriorate. The situation Was not helped

by the worsening oil crisis of t he latter part of 19701s.7

B. GOVERN~IENT REVENUES:

The government budgetary surpluses which depended on

the mining revenue was also adversely affected by the falling

6C.S.O .• National Accounts and Input-Output Tables,
(Government.Printers: Lusaka), 1975,p. 7.

7IBRD, The World Bank Annual Report. (Washington D.C.)
1981.



TABLE IV:

INVESTMENT AND SAVINGS: 1964-80;
(in thousand Zambian kwacha)8

Gross Domestic Investment

Gross Domestic Savings
Net Factor Service
Net Transfers

Gross National Savings

Central Government
The Rest of the Economy

(as Percentage of GDP)

Gross Domestic Investment
Gross Nat Lo naI o . .oavlngs

Central Government
The Rest of the Economy

1964-70 1971-80
1,385 3,627

2,316 3,925
298 521
192 594

1,885 3,383

635 92
1,251 2,903

28
38
12
25

59

39
28

'7

32

Sources: C.S.O. National Accounts and Input-Output
Tables, (Government---Pr-inters: Lu saka )
1975, p. 8; 1976. p.8 and

C.S.O. Monthly Digest of Statistics, (Government
Pr inters ::L1lsaka), Vol. V, 1966, pp56-7 ,

Vol.VI, 1970,pp56-7,and
Vol.XVI, 1981,pp 50-1.

8Zambian kwacha is the official currency in Zambia.
One Zambian kwacha (ZMK) is equal to 1.12 US dollar at
the time of this writing (1982).
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rnlumeand prices in the L.M.E. The overall deficit _.

oontinuedto rise throughout the sixties and the seventies.

The short-term internal borrowing have assisted by providing

t~porary palliatives. But the pressure which the falling

~ning revenues imposed on the government revenue can best be

~en in the trend of government revenue as a percentage of

In 1964 that ratio was 31.3% but fell to 25.4% by 1979.

of contrast, the government expendtture increased from

41%9 over the same period.
On the government revenue side, the period 1965-77 saw a

in the mining contribution while that of taxes of

types were rising. In comparison with the period

71-80 the share of income taxes rose from about 14% to

'(Table V).10 By 1975 Zambia's tax ratio was ~he largest
11any developing country studied by the IMF staff.

According to the Ministry of Finance12 the current net

also expanded at an average annual rate of 16%,

is quite high compared with other countries.

through 1980 the biggest increases were in

employment and recurrent departmental budgets. The

all share of government expenditure on capital goods also

9CSO, Monthly Digest of Statistics, (G9vernment Printers:
a), 1978, 1975 and 1980 pp. 30.

°CSO, Financial Report, (Ministry of Finance: Lusaka),
p.5. ----

TIorldEconomic Outlook, (Annual Report), Washington
1982.



TABLE V:
THE GOVERNMENT BUDGET AND FINANCE, 1965 - 77.

(million kwacha)

~::: 1~:::-1~;~-1~:::-1~:::---~GDP

Recurrent Revenue 217 306 432 385 450
(% of GDP) (31) (29) (34) (30) (26)

Mining Revenue 142 164 291 108 15

Non-Mining Revenue 76 103 18J 278 500

Total Expenditure 185 400 417 513 749
(% of GDP) (26) (33) (33) (40) (39)

Net Recurrent
EXRenditure 122 209 256 370 595

Net Capital
Expenditure 63 191 160 143 153

Overall Deficit 32 94 if) 128 249
(-)

Source: Financial Report, Ministry of Finance:
Lusaka, 1979,-P:-5.

61
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decreased. Between 1965 and 1980 it fell from 14% to 10%.13

All these occured while gross fixed investment fell from

51(1 t 37Cl th ° d f to 1410 0 ,0 over e same per 10 0 . a.me.

The public finance position of Zambia can therefore be

summarized as demonstrating the following charecteristics

during the per iod of this study: First , it showed a

reduced dependence on the mining revenue whicb tended to

gener a t e certai.n disturbances leading to instability in

total revenues. Secondly, there was the increasing contribut-

ion of non-mini ng sources especially from tax sources.

Thirdly, the recurrent expenditure tenrled-t6briildup

rapidly. Fourthly, there appeat'ed - to be some s:igri.if-ioant

declines in government savings, both in absolute terms

andrelative to the GNP, gove rumorrt rev cnu e and total
capital format ion. Finally, the norn.ina l. government capital

tended to ~tagn~te.

THE PRODUCTION STRUCTURE:

Zambian economic ·E;ysf'ern is characterized Ln this S1.1lCly

as dualistic with a sophisticated high techno] ogy urban-

industrial monetary sector existing side by side with a

12Minister of Finance, The Annual Budget, (Ministry
of Finance: Lusaka), 1970, 19~and 1981.

13Mini~ter of Finance, -do-

14~1' ° t f FOLln1S er 0 1nance, -do-
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relatively poor subsistence sector. The industr ial monet ized

sector-consists mainly of the mining and other r eLat ed Lndu.st r-i;»-

esand the large scale commercial agriculture. The subsistence

ismainly the traditional rural countryside. The former is

concentrated around the copper mining industry. Other,

~duStries are relatively small but are rapidly growing.

~st of the service industries are centered around the Urban-

industrialcenters.

A. THE MINING SECTOR:

In the modern sector, mining is the main industrial

activityin Zambia. In 1965 it accounted for 41% of the share

~ the real GNP. Within the min~ng industry itseJf, copper

occupieda predominant posi t ion and cont r t but€d 4E'i% of

revenue. It'al~o account~d for 95% of total foreign
trade earnings. This over-dependence on the mining industry

basrendered the economy highly vulnerable to the fluctuat-

the world copper prices in the foreign market.15

The performance of the mining sector in the years

this study showed a decline both in volume and value.

hereal value added has been fall ing at an average of 20%
16 The volume has also fluctuated between 560 ander year.

M thousand metric tons per year during the same period

The falling copper prices in the L.M.E. has been

15'1' D' .~lnes epartment,
d 11ineral,Development:

16 .~ines Department,

Annual Report,
Lusa.ka )., 1971.
·-do-.

(m In i st r y of Hines
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cited as the main cause of these fluctuations. The

future of copper production and its position as a

source of revenue will most 1ikel y depend on the

following factors:-
1. The real production cost trends,

2. The quality and quantity of copper ore reserves,

3. The availability of finance for investment .in

mining, and

Government policies towards the mining sector.

Copper ore reserves are estimated at

approximately 27.2 to 29.0 billion metric tons which

1 t f th t t 17 In comparisonas or ano er -wen·y years.
other major copper producers (see Table VI below),

the fourth largest copper reserves after the

U.S.A., U.S.S.R and Chile. The production costs have

at 2.7% per annum since 1970 due mainly to

in the grades of the reserves, transportation

increases, falling labor productivity and increasing
of machinery and higher 0 il pr ices. 'ra ble :VI I

fact that the value of cop~er does not

tirelydepend on the volume of copper sold but also on

in the world market.

17sampsop,Th~ World }.IetalStatistics: (La General des
rices et Mines: Kinshasa), 1971.



rrABLE VI:

VIORLD COPPER PRODUCTION GRADES AND AVAILABLE
RESERVES BY I'iJAJOR PRODUCER COUNTRIES: (1970)

Nameof Production Reserves
Country (in metric tonnes) Grade (billion metric

tonnes)

IU.S.A. 1560.0 0.79 77.5
lu.s.s.R. 925.0 n/a 34.9
Chile 685.6 1.53 53.8
Zambia 686.0 3.38 27.2
Canada 613.4 1.04 20.8
Zaire 386.0 L~.20 18.1
Peru 212.1 1. ILl- 22.3

SOURCE: rHnes Depa r-t rne nt; of Mlnl s try of f'!Jines
and f.Iineral Development, Lusaka, Zambia.

\'lorld Metal Statistics, Sampso~ (i.e.,
forme r HST Group, 1971, La Gene rale des
Carrices et Mines, Zaire (pers. comm.)
1971.
Bulletin of U.S. Bureau of fHnes No. 650,
1970 Edition.

Mineral Resources of Canada via Robinson,
lGeological Survey Can~da 1971).

65
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While copper is undoubtedly the outstanding

export commodity, other minerals also show comparatively

high levels of contribution to the economy. Table VI I

shows the comparative values and volumes of other minerals

in comparison with copper:

TABLE VII:

PRODUCTION AND VALUE OF THE MAIN MINERALS
PRODUCED IN ZAMBIA IN ~980 (in K 1000 TONS).

MINERAL
VOLUME IN

METRIC TONNES
VALUE IN

IN 1000 KWACHA

Copper'
-r--------f----.---------f---------------------

650,363.4686.1

53.5

27.2

2.1

633.0

34.4 kg

1,530.4 oz

10,304.3

5,159.7

4,525.5

1,246.0

391.2

1,837.1

Source: Mf.n.Le t r y cHiGo.mmerc-e and .I nd Lst r y , Division of
Mineral Exploration, Licencing and
Development, Mines DeEar.!Tent, 1981.p 3.

In terms of revenue earnings, Zambia's copper

earningsin the fifteen years after independence (1964-72)
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/TABLE VIII:

COPPER EXPORTS AND EARNINGS: 1964-79:
(Yearly Averages)

1964-70

VOLUME
(in millions of
metric tons)

660

VALUE
(in millions

Zambian kwacha)

YEAR

491

1971-75 476 550

1976--79 665 708

Sources: CSO, Monthly Digest of Statistics,
(Government Printers-:-Lusaka), Volumes
VI, No.4,1970,pp 18-19; XI, 1975, pp20-21
and XVI, 1981, pp 21~22.

B: OTHER NON-MINING SECTORS:
1. MANUFACTURING: Apart from the pr(!ciominant mining sector

Apart from the predominant mining sector, there

areother important industr ies too. Mariu f actur ing sector

originallycatered for the needs of the mining sector. 'I'b e

~in activities were in the processing of foodstuffs,

~verages and tobacco, textiles, non-metallic mineral

~oducts, metal production and electricity. The index of

industrialproduction shown on Table IX gives the relative

contributions to economic growth by different industr ies.

ne main heavy industries include one medium size car

18CSO, Mont hLy Digest of Statistics, (Government
Printers:Lusaka), 1980, pp 20-21.



INDEX OF -INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (1961 = 100).

OTHERS FOOD- BEVERAGES TEXT ....-MINEHAL PROD:- OTHER ELECT--
YEAR TOTAL MINERAL TOTAL STUFF & TOBACCO ILES NbN-METALMETAL ricity

"'eight s 1000 901 78 15 18 3 ii 14 17 21
1962 97 97 99 101 107 93 - 82 107 95 96
1964 115 114 124 117 148 136 128 105 117 105
1966 110 105 173 146 136 177 208 175 103 90
1968 128 119 237 188 288 174 218 179 257 99
1970 134 123 250 230 336 228 205 174 269 142

*New
Weights 1000 804 167 54 18 15 31 25 29
1972 111 94 129 125 154 i33 129 348 476
1974 126 96 139 132 160 136 136 410 867
1976 129 95 132 133 159 175 130 314 1060
1978 126 88 130 135 142 169 136 312 1146
1980 122 81 131 134 144 171 105 308 1260

j - -

Calculated from: C.SO. Monthly Digest of Statistics, (Lusaka; Government Printers),
1972 - 1981. -

* Based on 1969 = 100.
en
00
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plant at Livingstone, a glass manufacturing industry

Kapiri r~oshi, Indeni Oil Refinery in Ndola, explosives
ufacture,colliery and truck assembly plants in Kitwe,

in Kabwe, to mention a few emerg-
heavy industries. But on the whole J Zambia is still a

mainly of heavy machinery and trans-

manufactured goods, foodstuffs, chemicals,

raw material. Out of a total import bill
K404 million in 1972, heavy machinery and transport

pmentaccounted for 41.8%, manufactured goods for 21.8%,
dstuffsfor 9.2%, chemicals for 8.2%, electricity and

for 6.7%, raw materials for 1.9% and other
items for the remaining 10.4%:8

Export capacity outside that of copper (91% of total

ort) is mainly made up of tobacco 0.55%, maize 0.18%:-'-

timber0.2% in 1972. The remaining gap is filled by
er minerals including zinc" lead, manganese ore, cobalt

19precious metals.
Zambia~s trade with neighboring countries like Malawi,

three East African Community countries is
after the border closure, but is still

19S . itampson, Op.Cl .
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comparatively small. Trade with the rest of Africa as a

nole is also relatively small compared with her trade

parts of the world especially the sterling area

below suggests:-

TABLE X:

ZAMBIA'S TOTAL TRADE WITH THE REST OF AFRICA 20
AS COMPARED WITH HER TRADE WITH THE STERLING AREA

(ZMK million)

Total
YEAR I!

Exports

With Sterling
Area as %age
of Total Trade

With Other African
Countries as %age
of 'I'o t aL Trade

1964i 335.5
1965: 380.3
1966! 393.5
1967: 470.0
19681 544.4
1969. 766.5
1970i 715.0
1971; 484.9
1972i 541. 8
1973 742.0
1974 905.1
1975 521.0
1976. 751.5
1977! 708.0

I

1978! 686.8
197911090.9

,

Value %age of Volume
Total Trade

158.1
182.6
199.9
165.0
181. 7
227.3
200.3
116.7
149.0
191. 2
241. 8
131.1
157.4
140.0
159.7
234.0

47.0
48.2
40.0
35.1
33.4
29.6
28.0
24.1
27.7
25.1
26.1
26.1
20.9
19.7
22.9
21. 5

2.1
4.0
3.0
4.2
2.8
2.1
4.0
3.2
3.3
6.2
9.7
9.0
8.0

14.4
14.8
14.8

Value

0.6
1.1
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.8
1.1
2.0
2.2
1.1

Source~ C.S.O. Monthly Digest of Statistics, {Lusaka:
Government Printers}, Vol. VI, 1970, p.21;
Vol.XI, 1975, p.21 and Vol.XVI, 1981, p.23.

I
I
I
I
I
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The largest majority of Zambians are self-

employed. They cultivate the land or rear cattle or

fish in the rivers and lakes which have abundance of

fish. Wage and salary earners constitute only 18%

of Zambia's total population.

In recent years there have been two important

attempts to affect two shifts in the Zambian economy.

The first was the attempt to shift from the economic

dependence on the copper industry through diversifica-

tion into other industries, agriculture and commerce.

The second was the attempt to sltlft the transport system

from exclusive dependence on the southern routes through

Rhodesia (now Zimbambwe), South Africa, Mozambique

and Angola to the northern rout through Tanzania. Thjs

effort was accelerated by the "border closure"2'L of

1972. The results have been the accelerated construc-

tion of the Tanzanian and Zambian combained Tan:Gam Railway

20St 1 ..er 109 are here excludes English speaking
African countries.

21Rhodesia first announced the the closure of their
border with Zambia in 1972. Both South Africa and Portugal
reacted angrily becau se they stood to 10s(l~',~IK311:1i11ion and
ZMK 17 million respect ively in revenue f rom Zambia's use of
rai.Ls and ports. Rhodesia then made an e;-';l'('ption to copper.
But Zambia rejocted the the exception and ;lha.nclonedt·he route
altogether. Atter sever-u I weeks dur i.rur wilkh t he l"C;b,1l j'CgjIll8
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(Tazara) and its completion ahead of schedule. This made

it possible to join up the old Livingstone to Copperbelt

railway with the new railway at Kapiri Mposhi. It followed the

co~pletion of a number of major roads including the Great

North road, the Great East Road and the Westen road, The

largest part of Zambia's trade then shifted from the south-

ern.to thetnor-thern and eastern routes,'

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXPORT EARNINGS AND GDP:

Zambia's economy like those of other African

countries show a high correlation between GDP and export

earnings. Thjs correlation tends to reflect the signifi-

canee of external earnings as factor in the national

economic growth. The one most outstanding item In that

external earning is the proceeds from copper sales.

Table XI shows the general pattern of these items.

The next most outstanding determinant of the

changes in monetary GDP was the government expenditure.

Table XI below seem to suggest this phenomenon

fairly well, First, if we look at the pattern, we

cannot escape the suspicion that something about the

believed the Zambians would go down on their knees or
"'faceeconomic collapse" neither of which occured, the
rebels, u~der pressure from their Own domestic farmers
and industrialists and from South Africa and Portugal,
re-opened the border. But by that time Zambia had
herself decided to use the other routes and closed the
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harmony and uniformity of fluctuations in the GDP, export

earnings and copper export sales proceeds~as phenomen~l.

It was too harmonious to be coincidental. It actually

SOME SIGNIFICANT DETERMINANTS OF ZAMBIAN ECONOMIC
QF,OWTH FROM 1964 TO 1979;

ZMK milliob~ ~t current prices)

YEAR GDP
Capital
Formation

Total Export
Revenue

Copper
Sales

Proceeds -1Government
Final Cons-
umptio Ex-··
penditure

1964 502 76 336 297 59

1966 782 176 393 461 86
:

1968 1240 253 544 516 127

1970 1178 266 715 681 200

11972 1582 270 542 I] ~W 345

\1974 1916 250 905 838 358
i
\1976 2011 207 752 688 501
!
I

:1978 2337 212 687 598 591

:1979 2409 215 1091 901 681
L

Sources: CSO, National Accounts, (Government Printers:
Lusaka) , 1972, and 1980. p.3.

CSO, Monthly Digest of Statistics, (Government
Printers: Lusaka), 1966, 1972 and 1980,.p.50

the closeness of the links between the three items.
dboreder on it side. Zambians maintaine/the closer untill

Rhodesia independent as "Zimbabwe. II
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Copper sales we noted earlier, constituted approximately

90 to 95% of total export revenue. Therefore, only about

5% was accounted for by all other exports. That is to say

that during the period 1964-70, every time foreign trade

experienced any fluctuations the whole domestic economy

was affected in the same direction. Therefore, whenever

copper sales declined, as it did after 1969, both export

revenues and GDP declined with it. The decline in the

volume of the latter two were normally caused by reduced

tax revenue from copper and lower volume of sales.

The other interesting feature of the three items

is their trend. In each case, the trend was upward. The

gradient of each item differs slightly but the general

direction is the same. Gross domestic product shows the

steepest gradient while that of government spending

appears to be the least steep. The implication of this

is that it reflects the comparative changes in the vol ume s

of the different items. For example, contrary to the

general belief that the government is the most extravagant

spender of all and that its expenditure probably rises

more rapidly than either the GDP or the export revenue

can cope up with, are all according to this finding,

incorrect. The reverse is in :fact the truth.

Gover nment expenditure in Zambia rose by a much smaller
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amount compared with either the GDP or the export

revenues.

Lastly, the general decline in every item except

government expenditure from 1969 reflects the importance

of the copper industry in Zambia. Copper is in fact the

outstanding leading indicator of economic performance

and can be used as a fairly accurate yardst Lc k for

measuring the general economic performance. So the

general downswing which started in 1969 can be almost

totally explained by the reduced copper earnings due

partlyto the Mfulira Disaster22 and partly to the fall

~ copper prices in the London Metal Exchange. An add-

itionalreason was the increased payment to the mining

companies in partial redemption of the 51% of their share

government had acquired under the Matero

&onomic Reform Policy23 This payment was normally made

220n the 25th September, 1969 at Mfulira Mine (the
largest of all Zambian copper mines which produced one
~arter of Zambia's total copper), there was an un-
expected explosion and flooding which killed a large
number of miners caught underground. As a result the
mine was closed for the better part of that year result-
in substantial losses in production. By 1970 when
production resumed it recorded only 3,000 tons a month
(1/5th of its normal outp~t). Foul play was suspected.

23Named after the African residential compound
where the President first announced the new economic
policy at a public address. That was the Matero
Compound just outside the capital city, Lusaka. The
thrust of the reform was the acquisition of majority
shares of mining companies by the government.
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from copper sales proceeds before it was remi tted.to

hmbi~ So the total revenue from copper proceeds f6r_

1971 fell to 27.2 million24 from 171.5 million in 1970.

OTHER CONSTRA HITS:

The main drawback was the constraint imposed

on Zambian economy by both transport and power problems.

The latter was mainly a resul t of the oil crisis; while

the former could be attributed to Zambian position as

a landlocked country. The situation was aggravated by

Rhodesia's Unilateral Declaration of Independence (U.D.I)

in 1965, and by the border closure on January 9, 1974.

As a result, imports of some 900,000 tons could not reach

Zambia in 1973 alone. On the other side some 430,000

tons (i.e. 53% of its total exports) could not reach

theforeign market in 1973. But a point to note here is

that despite these apparently serious bottlenecks to

trade, actual transport costs over the new routes vja

Dar-es-Salaam were, contrary to the popular belief,

comparatively less than would have been via Rhodesian

t 25rou e.

When this border closure problem came up, two

projectsto assist the Zambian transport situa t ion were
24 .... . ..
·.eso, Statistic~l Y~~rb60k, (Go~ernment P~inters:

Lusaka), 1975, p.29.

25Ministry of Planning, Third National Develop-
ment Plan (TNDP), (Government Printers: Lusaka), 1979
p. 2.
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already underway. The first was the construction

of the Tanzania/Zambian Railway (TAZARA) which was

both financed and built by the Peoples' Republic of

China. The second was the construction of the cubal

variant on the Benguella Railway. The projects were
aimed rat r.Lnc rea si.ng- the carrying capacity of the

Zambian Railway system to insure complete transport-

ation of all imports and exports without further

delay. For the longer term projection, it was

reasonable to assume that as soon as Zimbabwe became

independent, the southern route would be immediately

re-opened which was what happened.

EMPLOYMENT:

Employment in Zambia increased gradually up

to 1976 when it fell drastically. According to the

L b M·· t t 't i 'ti 26 t1 t .a or j 1n1S .r-y s a IS 1CS, )e ag grega: e .increase

in employment 6vet' the, five yeats. between 1968 and

1973 was 30.1%. It then levelled out from 1973 to

1976. But after 1976 it dropped and remained very

low and has remained that way up to 1980 and after.

Zambia's fairly high rate of population growth

26CSO, r,lonthIy Digest of Stat ist ics , (Government
Printers: Lusaka), 1970, 1975 and 1981, pp 5-7.
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(i.e. 2.7 to 3.0% per year)27 makes the need to

accelerate the rate of growth of employment even

more urgent so as to keep pace with it.

OTHER ACTIVITIES:
Outside the mining industry, the significant

commercial activities carried out by Zambian

enterpreneurs are mainly of service industry types.

AGRICULTURE:
Agricultural production forms the basic

rural sector economic activity of importance. Under

the Second National Development Plan (SNDP) , some

85 million kwacha were set aside for the development

of the rural sector. This large figure was :indicative!

of the importance the Zambian government placed on

the rural development as a national priority. The

actual performance in that sector was, however, not

very encouraging. From 1972 to 1973 there was a

decline of 8.6% in agricultural contribution to the

GDP, while the actual value of marketed products also

fell by 13%. Higher input costs and othe r. adverse :-'

conditions were blamed for the declines. Even the

27CSO, op.cit. p.6.
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once celebrated,Intensive Development Zone (I.D.Z.)

Project28 turned out to be something of a dissappoint-

ment. Acc or-d.i.rtg.to "the ~'IonthlY"Dt'ge'stqfStat 1st ics29

food tmpor-t.a first Increased .from'ZMK:14:..3 .mi 11 ion in

T964' to ,.z1IK~.48.2 niLllion in 1971'and: then 'declinedTq

Z~!K~3,l;'6.mi l'Lf.on -by '197,8;.Bu t.: the dec t.Lne dur:frig',,:1971-78

was mainly due to sshor t La l'Isvt.n -'~for.eign.rixc ha nge e_::and

not in demand capacity.

CONCLUSION:

The discussion in this section suggests that

Zambian economic structure places it in a special

category as a result of some unique characteristics.

These include its geo~raphical position, its histori-

cal background and its natural resource endomnent.

Its landlocked position renders its economy vulnerable to

28Intensive Development Zone (IDZ) Project was a
brainchild of technical experts. It was a strategy
for attacking the rural development problem by
concentrating development efforts intensively in small
selected areas where the government would provide the
infra-structure. Theoretically, as soon as these in-
tensive developernent zones would blossom the develop~
ment efforts would then be extended to cover wider
and wider areas untill the whole country was fully
developed. 12,000 hectares was selected in northern,
eastern and north-western provinces for a start. The
local populations were to be incorporated in the
project. After two years of th~ intial five years
project it was found that three quarters of the money
had been used but no dent had been made to rural scne
in terms of development. It was immediately abandoned.

29C.S.O. op. cit. p. 19 and 20.
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unfriendly ne Lghbour-s like :South Africa r 1:,0 -the'

south. Its colonial and federal backgrounds set the

pattern for a dualist economy as an inherited problem with

a highly skewed distribution pattern of economic develop-

ment. Its rich mineral resources provide the source of

mostof the needed finance for' development. 'I'he ae unique

characteris tics combine to form the economic structure

wbich were, the framework of the present s truc ture.

The main economic indicators must of necessity be re-

~ted to or determined by these features. First, the gross

capital formation is moulded by both the revenue earnings

frommineral sales and taxation and the general performance

of the industrial, commercial and agricultural sectors.

According to the Statistieal Yearbook, the government's

final consumption expenditure increased from ZK 59.4
million in 1964 to ZK 148.2 million in 1970, an increase of

about 150 per cent in six years or an average of about 16.5
per cent per year in monetary terms. Pri va te final con-

su~tion expenditure increased from ZK 249.8 million in
.

~64 to ZK 480.9 million in 1970, an increase of about

11.5 per cent per year. Gross fixed capital formation in-

creased from ZK 32.1 million in.1964 to ZK 76.2 million
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in 1970) an increase of about 15.5 per cent per year. Ex-

port of goods and services increased from ZK 355.2 million

in 1964 to ZK 685.4 million in 1970) an annual increase of

11.6 per cent. As a resul t of all this the average GDP

increased over the period was at the rate of 12.8 per cent

These indicators suggest a satisfactory rate of

economicacti vi ty over the period. For comparison) the

tax structure which accompanied these changes in economic

indicators may be examined. What are the important imp li-

cations for the fiscal policy do these economic features

suggest? In order to tackle this problem it is

top re s ent a 11 ,I 11<1 1 ~ ~ i .:-i of ~amlJla IS UIX stl'U~-

the changes in it which accompanied the fluctua-

the indicators described above. This will be the

the investigation in succeeding chapters.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

METHODOLOGY AND STRATEGJGFORMULAE:

The main theoretical and empirical hypotheses

which relate taxat ion to economic· development in

this study have been outlined in Chapter One. In

this chapter, the selected formulae will be assign-

ed in a systemat ic manner to each one of these

hypotheses. The purpose of this excise is to

specify the tests which have been carried out for

eachhypothesis.

The method that has been used is the least

squares regression 0:[ the t: Lrne set':1 es ciata to

~alyse the main interelated changes in tax revenue,

~vernrnent revenue and expenditure on the one hand

andGDP on the other hand. ,The approach ut iJ ises

t~ br m6re test equations to estimate and to test

eachof the three basic hypotheses which are related

to (i) "openness" of the economy, (ii) tax elasticity

and (iii) tax/GDP ratio over the period of the study.

The main dependent variables are classified

according to the four levels of basic processes which

l ink taxation to economic development. Table XII



gives the main variables whose structural changes are

considered relevant for this study although not all will

be individually analyzed. These four processes also

constitute the main pillars on which the strategy of the

analysis rests. Each one of these processes is a function

of an array of variables which interact to bring about

the changes with which we are concerned in this study,

The four basi6 processes to be analyzed are defined by a

set of f our t een var iables (Set A) for which relevant time

series data are available. Taken together these fourteen

processes define the most crucial relatioshipsfor this

study at various levels of economic activity. These

processes eventu all y come to bear on economic development.

The three independent variables (Set B) also affect the

final resulting outcome.

Different formulations have been tried and the

following were found to be t he most suitable for this

study. 'I'h e basic relationship for t.ht s stllrlyis that
relationship between tax revenue,(T),'bn the bne hand, and
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.TABLE XII:

-FORMAT OF"STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS:

A: DEPENDENT VARIABLES:

1. Economic Development:
a. Change in GDP
b. Distribution of GNP

2. General National Product Determination
a. Pr Lv at e Sector Luc ome s
b. Public Sector Incomes
c. Foreign Sector Incomes
d. Other Revenues

3. Government Sector Revenues (Public Sector)
a. Investment Output of Private Sector
b. Volume of Trade (X +M)
c. Tax Structure
d. Foreign Loans and Grants

4. Taxation:
a. Income Taxes (i) Direct (ii) Indirect

b. Customs and Excise Duties
c. Mineral Taxes
d. All Other Taxes

B. lrmEPENDENT VARIABLES:
1. Population

2. Government- Pol icies:
a. Fiscal Policies
b. Monetary Policies
c. Foreign Trade Palicies
d. Non-economic (Political) Policies

3. Exogeneous Economic Factors i.e Business Cycles
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/

gros~ national product (GNP) on t he. other. We depict this

ratio by its determinants in the equation:

T/GDP == f(X - !II/Y, x ,y. N ,
y

A ,
y

y ) ,
p

.(J.1)

ere X export, M == import, N mineral (mining),

= agriculture and Yp == per capita GDP. The subscr-

~ y means the ratio of that variable to GDP. For
xample, X mealiS the rate of exporL to GDP.y

The determination of the tax/GDP relationship

~ually estimated using the following five equations

ichhave the combinations of explanatory variables:

T/Y == fLy -ex+M)/Y] (3.2).p
T/Y == fey x N X' ) (3.3), y'p p y
T/Y fey X p' X ) .e3.4)p y

'flY == feN A X ) . . . . (3.5)
y'

,
y y

T/Y == feNy' A ) . . . . .e3.6)y

~ere X == export income per capita, and X' == thep y

ratioof non-mineral exports to gross national product.

The expression of dependent variables as ratios

ishere used to facilitate an estimate for structural

changes. When the tax rate is decreased, for example,
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government revenue declines. Under strict balanced

budget policy such a decline reduces government expend-

iture. But at the same time it increase disposable:

income of the public. The degree of consumption increase
\depends on the income elasticity of demand and the level

of marginal propensity to consume (MPC). But it is the

rel~tive expansion or contraction of government expend-

t.he+ag greg ate demand. The share formulation allows a

direct testing of such an expansion itself.

The rationale for the specification are:-

1. The dependent variable (TjY) which is the rate of

tax revenue to GDP indicates the relative significance

of the tax share in the determination of GDP. The sum

of all shares is 100 %.

2. The trade ratio (X + M) shows the relative signifi-
cance of of "ope nness" of the economy in the cletermina--

tion of the growth of GDP in relation to other

factors.

3. The share of mining eN ) in GDP does the same thingy

for the role of mining contribution via taxation and

royalties to GDP in relation to others.
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, I

4. Agricultural share (A )y brings out the relative

impact of agricultural con tribut ion to GDP.

5. Per capita GDP (Y )
P

is the crucial indicator of

economic growth as it incorporates the influence of

the independent factor "population" in the process.

The anal ysis in this study is ca.rri.ed out in

two stages. The first stage involves the analysis of

the causal relationship between tax/GDP ratio (T/Y)

and the various tax handles. The general operational

formula is:

T/Y f(X,M,N,A,P) .(3.7)

where X export revenue,

M import revenue,

N = mineral revenue,

A == agricultural revenue,

P population.
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is the structural equation which incorporates the

tu handles considered crucial in the determination

the tax contribution and impact on economic growth.

The first set of tests are those aimed at testing

cDsal relationship between foreign trade sector

GDP and its tax ratio. Two equat i.ons are used in this

t:

Y := Bo + B (X+M) + ut
I

BI(N) ,+ ut

( 3.8)

( 3.9)y := Bo +

s is the test for··t~economic openness". Its purpose is

~termine the impact of total trade (export and import)

GDP and on mineral 'revenues -on the GDP.

The last set of tests deal with tax elasticity to

ges Ln income. 'I'h e equa.t i ons used are closely similar

important difference: one incorporates per

ita income as one of the explanatory variables while the

er does not.

T/Y = B + BIX + B2M + B3N + B4A + ut ( 3.10)0

T/Y B + B1X + B2M + B3N + B4A + B5Yp + ut(·3 .:ii)
0

is exc i.s e is u n de r t akeri to find out what diffe,rence in
e exp l anat Lo+of the dependent variable' (T/Y) the variable

(per c ap.it a income) would ma ke in the results of the test

epurpose oIthe tests is to confirm or reject the claim

Hypothesis I I I.
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The next set ot tests were those which related

tax revenue to GDP. Two approaches were ut i1ized to

provide comparative results. First, government revenue

was regressed on the tax revenue (3.12), and then the
GDP was in turn regressed on government revenue (3.13):

G

y

BO + BiT + ut

Bo + BiG + ut

(3.12)

(3.13)

Then GDP was regressed directly on the tax revenue:

.. (3.14)

The rationale for this approach is that it provides

two comparable results which can be studied to find

out if the analysis of the government revenue and expend-

iture in addition to that of GDP makes any significant

differnce in the final results.

In order to maintain consistency, a uniforn set

of data hav e- been used for all processes to provide a

meaningful comparison of the results of data analysis.

The resul ts are shown on Table XI II and d iscu ssed in the

succeeding Chapter Five.

The second stage of the analysis is based on the

structure of the tax components and their rela~ionships

to total tax and with each other. The operational equa-
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for these relationships are:-

T ==

structure equation which has the various

The analysis of the equation depicts the

De contributor~ significance of each component :tax

e determination of the total tax. T'.hlS section of the

of the second part of Chapter Five.

1s with the anlysis of changes in the total tax

as the result 0 f c]; lanl~(!~; on UIf! 1:1)/fIjJf,IIf'fll I H >~"!l

lllcullles, ( Li) customs and oxc I: ,I;;., (I I I) 1111II'·, ,. I

yalty taxes and (iv) all other taxes.

LltlITATIONS OF METHODOLOGY AND DATA:-----

Time series data usually face a number of limitations.

limitations are common to any econometric data.

can be traced back to the problem of obtaining
complet~ and perfectly uniform data.

from the general problem of collecting data

which may not be qui te accurate. There is in Zar.lbia

pl e, quite a substantial "infornw.l" (non-t:1onetised)
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ectorwhich is never fully covered in any census. The bulk

(data used in this study which comes from three main sources

lsocovers this informal sector. It may therefore suffer

rom inaccuracy due to this inability to cover all the data

ully an d comprehensi vely. The three sources of data for

is study are:

1. Zambian Government main Statistical Offjces. The bulk

of data used in this study came from this office includ-

ing the annual Statistical Yearbook and the Monthly

Digest of Statistics.Office of the Commissioner of Tax,

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning and the Office

of the President were the other government sources.

2. The United Nations agencies particularly the World Ba nk

and IMF, FAO, UNCTAD, UNIDO, ECA and OAU papers were also

useful sources of data.

3. The rest of the data were calculated from raw statistics

and from tn f orma t Lon gathered during Lnt ervi ews and" I

,I,

ques t i on a i.r e s .
a

researcher cross-checked these dat agai nst unpub Lishecl

during field trips and archives of the Universi-

However, despite these checks it is still pos-

e that there could be a number of errors which might have
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escaped his noti.ce. It is still possible that there could

bea margin o I' error that could be associated with the

~ta due to the imperfect nature of statistical data in

developing countries. But every effort has been made to

et as accurate da t a as poss i ble given these 1 imi tat ions.

There is also the abrupt changes which occur

u the national data system as a result of policy or

evenprocedural changes. These disrupt the harmony and

so the consistency of data coverage. Two such

xamp l es which this researcher encountered were:-

1) The change in fiscal year from January to December

~a new system when fiscal year started in July and ended

uJune from 1966 caused considerable problem for this

esearcher. It made the ann a I comparison of data

rite difficult as it made the data for the year 1966

over 18 months whi Le t hat for 1967 covered on ly six mon t hs .
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fur thi~ study the data for the two fiscal years were
isaveraged. This/why the fugures appear in the text to give

the impression that the two years were identical in every

economic data. But this was the best that could be done.

(2) The annual budget usually meant a drastic change in

the base and the rate of taxes in the mid-seventies which

rendered the comparison of the tax ratios in terms of GDP

less consistent. But in both cases the next best approaches
~re used to minimise the adverse effects of these limit-

at ion s .

TIME:

Although in ideal situation, time variables should

c~ture temporal changes in the dependent variables which

are not associated with variations in the explanatory

variables, yet in practice it is difficult to identify the

estimated time effect with the overall process of economic

~ange. This is mainly because high correlationbetween an

economic variable (like expenditure) and time tend to lead

tomuticollineari ty. If dummy variables are introduced, the

timecoefficient may give better results of the effects

of exogenous shif ts which lead to Changes j ndependent of the

variable under consideration. In view of this problem of

~lticollinearity, the selection of what specific equation

touse for any variable was deliberately made to minimise

theadverse time effect.
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ESTIMATION PROBLEM:
Whenever the estimation procedure is that of

ordinary least squares (OLS), the classical assumptions

of regression analysis with respect to the error term (u)

must hold in order for the OLS to yield "BLUE11 (best linear

unbiased estimate) of the parameters of the equation. If,

~wever, any of the assumptions fail to hold, then the

result can not be BLUE any more. A problem could arise,

for example, if there are heteroscedasticity errors in the

variables (a specification problem) and so on.

The crucial assumption on which OLS estimates such

u the one used in this study are based is that the OLS

Uself is BLUE, that is, successive disturbance terms

havethe same variance i. e ..they are homoscedastic. But

in most cases the variance of the regression errors are

to the sizes of the explanatory variables such that

fthere happens to be heteroscedasticity, the OLS estimates

~d still be unbiased but not BEST (minimum variance).

wch a case the estimated variance of the coefficient

uld also be biased. It is possible to reduce such biases

U~ of log transformation or by the use of share data.

this particular case share data was used.
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MULTICOLLINEARITY PROBLm,[:

In a study like this one in which the explanatory

variables are closely related in terms of their origins,

the problem of multicollinearity is a real and a difficult

one. For example, in the case concern ing the regression

of the GDPon government revenue and on tax revenue, mut i-

wllinearity is ~inevitable since government revenue is

madeup mostly of tax revenue. This problem was there-

fore encountered in this analysis. The solution adopted in

dealing with it was the Klein's Rule1 which states that if

~ltiple R2 is greater than simple R2, then multicollinearity

~y be ignore since its effect is insignificant. This rule

~ich is based on Professor Klein's finding that as long as

multiple p"2 is greater than simple n2, the effect of multi-

wllinearity does not significantly change the final result

of the estimation was found to be applicable in this case

~udy. It was established by checking the results that

the rule can be invoked and was appl ied.

lLawrence Klein, A Textbook of Econometrics, (second
edition), Engelwood Cliff (N.J)-:-Prentice Hall, 1974.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

EMPIRICAL TESTS AND RESULTS:

In this Chapter we present and analyze some
..

empirical results of the various time series regressions

related to the tax/GDP ratios. The analysis is presented

in two stages: The first section presents the test result

summaries and their implications. The second section

pre~ents the analytical explanations of the findings of

the study on the economy as a whole. ·Table XIII summarizes

the main results of the empirical tests of the three basic

hypotheses related to (i) economic "openness", (ii) tax

elasticity and (iii) tax/GDP ratio:-·

I THE TOTAL TRADE EQUATION:

To determine the impact of the foreign sector on

the Zambian economy, two regressions were ut ilised. Total

trade and mineral revenue were selected as the two variables

which represented the the impact of the foreign sector

on the economy. Fore ign trade wa.s clefined as "export (X)

+ import (M) and represented by (X-tM). Mineral revenues

was represented by (N). GDP (Y) was first regressed on

total trade (equation 4.7) and then on mineral revenue

(equation 4. ~). This is the, test for economic "openness."

The results are shown on Table XI II in Sect ion I.



DEPENDENT E X PL' A N A TOn -- Y-- -2----- NO~I PROCESS ,EQUATION VARIABLE: V A R I, A B L, E S: R F ' CASES: I
~ ?C- II I: TOTAL TnADE 4.7 Y = -382.44 + 1.7G5(X+M): H~ =.84: 'F = 73.3:16 i

I AND GDP _. ( 8~5~). 2 = . = . !
I 4.8 Y - 108.49 + 2.1;)3N. R .55. F 17.11. 16
I (4.136)~-------------------------------------------
I II: TAX ELAST- 4.9 T/Y = .237 + .000394X - .000046M - .000448A - .0002224N:I ICIT~ AND (1.0103) (.329) (2.0378) (.6178)
I AND GDP R2 =.559:F = 3.49:
I
!
I

EMPIRICAL RESULTS:

!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1
i
iIII: TAX-GDPI RELATIONS
I
I
1

I

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

Y -17.2314 + 3.84G: 2 F=75.655::'16= E = .84:
(8.698)

Y = 17.774 + 1.0697T. R2 = .9877: " 16
(33.53) F =1124.589:

y = 33.24 .:.. 4.004T; R2 = .79: F =53.212:: 16
(7.295) I CD-..J

T/Y = .000186M -
(1.0595)

.0006555A -.0005N +.057Y:
(2.622) (1.2824) (1.499)
R2 = .64: F =3.5597: '16

.1637 +.000G407X
(1.6017)

16
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resultsof both tests suggest that the estimated

the total trade (1.765) and that of

al revenues (2.153) with respect to GDP and their

compLy rwi t h our "a priori" estimation. The size

trade and mineral revenues coefficients

confirm the Hinrichs hypothesis and the hypothesis

his study concerning the econom i c "openness" in a

sitionalstage. The gist of thai hypothesi s j s

during transitional period external economic depe-

~ predominates the national economy. The result of

test suggest tbat hypothesis is sustained. The

the foreign sector in the Zambian economy is

as highly significant in the determination of

growth of the GDP. 2The R - ratio of the two regre-

~ suggest that total trade and mineral revenues -
84% and 55% of the variations in the

in Zamb ia ,"respectively. The first part of our

thesisI is thus conf irmed. The secon d part wi 11

tax elasticity in the next section,

!he result of this regression test further conf-

the axiom that although in absolute terms the

both exports and imports have declined over

study; their combined influence on

determination of the GDP still remains quite strong.

rolesof foreign trade and mineral revenues (extern-
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al sector impact) in Zambia although declining, is still

a crucial determinant of economic perfomance and growth.

Thedetailed impact of this "openness" will be further

discussed in the second section of this chapter.

II: INCOME ELASTICITY OF THE TAX REVENUE EQUATION:

To determine the role of the tax revenue on the

~anges in the tax/GDP ratio, a stepwise regression of

tworelated equations were run. The tax/GDP ratio (T/Y)

wasregressed on the four cri tical variables: Exports (X),

I~orts (M), Minerals (N) and Agriculture (A) (equation

4.9). The same tax/GDP ratio was also regressed on the

samefour variables and in addition per capi ta income

(Y ) was added as the fifth variable. (equation 4.10). For
p

the two regressions the explanatory variables (independent

variables) were pLcked for two reas ons : Fi rst, they form

the main sources of taxable incomes and second) y, they

oonstitute' the main tax handles of importance for this

study. The test results are given on Table xxr v section I I .

The original hypothesis of this study that was

~ be tested in these regressions was that the Zambian

tax system is s ut t tc te nt Ly elastic to be able to cope

~th the revenue needs at various levels of GDP growth.

Theresults a f the multi variate regress ions based on the

~uations 4.9 and 4.10 shaw that in equation 4.9 each

individial variable demons trates an insignificant coeff-
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at 95% level of significance. But taken togeth-

they significantly affect the changes in the tax/GDP

In other words, the t-test of theB-coefficient

each perimeter individually shows that each tax

dle has an insignificant effect on the changes in the

IGDP ratio but the F-distribution test of the combi-

all four perimeters show that they jointly

have a significant impact on the tax/GDP ratio.

Equation 4.10 which has an added perimeter (Y )
P

presentingthe per; capita variable, also gives a result

t is basically similar to that of equation 4.9. with

e interesting difference. In equation 4.10 the agri-

turalperimeter (A) shows a significant ':t-distribut-

which implies that agribulture is the only tax handle

significant impact on the tax/GDP ratio is

the calculated t = 2.622 in relation to the

t =: 2.145. It is interesting because that

shows a negative B-c6efficient (-.0006555)

Ichalso suggests that the significant impact on the

a negative one. Agriculture

reforecontributes a negative tax (subsidy) which is

ficiently large to affect the tax/GDP ratio signifi-

The implication of this feature will be discus-
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~d further under Agriculture in the latter part of this

section.

The rest of the tax handles show the same chara-

cteristicsas those they showed in equation 4.9. Once

qai9 the combined impact of the tax handles on the taxi

GDP ratio is significant under the 95% level of signifi-

~nce test. This combined result is the impact we were

testing. This test result is therefore a confirmation

~ our initial hypothesis. which implied that these tax

bndles affect the changes in the tax revenues and so the

tax/GDPratio significantly. Thus, the response of the

taxrevenue to changes in the national income is of

dgnificant magnittide and does affect both the rate of

®P growth. This result also agrees with the findings

~ Chelliah, Chenery and Bird. But of even more interest

furthis study was the individual behaviour of the coeff-

( the tax handles in the two equations 4.9

They are discussed j n the order of t.h e magnt«

tudeof their coefficien ts.

AGRICULTURE:
As a determinan t o f the l.ax/lilH' rat. i0 t.lu: l·l·~';llll.:.;

two regressions under discussion, the coefficients

ofagricultural perimeter co nfi rrn our initial estimation
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t there was an increasing negative taxation (subsidy)

the agricultural sector. This finding conforms with

declared and deliberate government policy of subsid-

This policy emanates from the ~overn-

t desire to redress the neglect of the rural sector

of the past due to the crucial

rtance of the rural agricultural regions which supp-

(55%) proportion of the population. The

supports the World Bank and other earlier

~es which concluded that as economies mature, the

icultural sectors ah ri.uk asi. ndue trI a] and servi ce

This phenomenon is here reflected in the

the form of agricultural tax revenue as

y go to determine the tax/GDP ratio. This findin~

o confirms that the tax revenue contribution of farm-

total tax is negatJve. So as agricultural

tor decreases (i.e. subsidy to agricul ture lncreases).

clearcase of negative taxation.

(2) EXPORTS:

The coefficient of mineral revenues as a deter-

~nant of tax/GDP ratio was .000394 in equation 4.9 and

.0006407in equation 4.10. The t-test showed that in bot h

~uations they were insignificant which implied that indi-
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vidually export revenue tax was not an important

determinant of the tax/GDP ratio despite the fact

that aggregate export revenue contributes quite

significantly to the total 'government revenue.

As export and minerals are closely related the

detailed discussion will be combined with that of
minerals in the next section.

The parallel corelation of mineral and export

with tax ratio does imply a certain me a.sure of multico-

llinearity of the two variables. This is to be expected

from the earlier observation that more than 90% of mine-

ral revenue have their origins from external sales pro-

ceeds (export revenue). The problem in estimation caused

by this multicollinearity was treated according to Klein's

Law23 and the result was still found to be useful with

the understanding that export and minerals are Lnevi t.abLy

linked. Therefore what will be discussed under minerals
will t.heref ore be applicable to exports also.

(3) IMPORTS:

Like exports, tt~ results related to imports

~ggest that Zambia's effort to reduce import was a

The negative sign of the import coefficient

and its size (.00046) in equation 4.9 and .000186) in

~uation 4.10 indicate that the domestic volume
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dvalue of imports has fallen gradually over the period

import tax revenue contribution to tax/GDP

This finding supports our earlier estimation.

further that the government policy of "import

control have been successful since

ort ratio has been declining. Despite the fact that

current values the customs and excise duties have in

ased,the import tax ratio to GDP has fallen with the

of imports. This phenomenon has been

negative coefficient of import when

regressed on it. So in the import sector the

has been able to reduce the volume of jmport

at the same time increased the revenue from import

ation (customs dut ies) .

) MINERAL. REVENUES:

As a determinant of tax/Gnp ratio mineral revenue

tax handles shows an insignificant influence

Qite its reputation as the major contributor to govern-

nt revenue and the main source of export revenue. The

ndingsof this study place' the mineral revenue coeffic-

rtat .00002224 and .0005 in equations 4.9 and 4.10 re-

ctively. T~.I8:t:. ...•ra tio test suggest that in both equations

~ral revenue impact on the tax/GDP ratio is insignificance.

This insignificance as -a determinant of the tax/GDP
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frrnsthe fact to which some reference was made earlier

twhile the total value and volume of minerals produced

shownon the nat ional accounts books, only the net re-

ue from export proceeds get repatriated back to Zambia

~pear on mineral revenue account. The rest goes to

mining companies for the 51% shares compul-

to MINDECO under the Matero and Kabwe Declara-

The negative sign confirms our "a priori"

that there has been a decline in the dominance

~eral generated revenue in the determination of the

GDP ratio. This phenomenon is a direct result of a

ine in the mineral taxes and royalty contribution to

totaltax revenue. Three factors were responsible

situation: -

first of thQse was the close link which exsists

mineral export proceeds. Tax re-

depends heavi ly on export revenue. Export revenue

to a high degree on mineral sales proceeds

predominates. So as copper sales declined,

dmineral tax revenue and royalties also decline .. So

q~ive beta coefficient of the mineral tax handle is

t a reflection of the declining effect of the mineral

andle in the determi na t ion of the t axjGDP rat io.
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As a condition of copper taxation previously agreed

by Zambian Government and the copper mining companies,

copper sold at a price above ZMK600 at the LME is

Therefore, the proceeds from copper

prites below that critical price of ZMK600 at the

U1E was not reflected in the tax entry of the dorne s ti c

~count. It was therefore possible for the mining compa~

Dies to ut j 1ise this loophole in the agreement to avoid

paying some tax by merely de c La.r i ng l.ue bul.k of copper

~ey mined as having been sold at ZMK600 or less with

oonsiderable success untill Zambian Government formed

its own copper marketing company (MINDECO) to handle the

sales.

(c) As mi ne r a Ls con s t J tu t e the largest contribu Lor to

total tax revenue, a fall in eiLher the volume 01' the spoL

sales price was likely to affect the tax revenue qui te

signiLican t Ly . As confirmed by the analysis r e s uIt s both

the volume of copper mined and sold and the price of cop-

per in the LlIIE fell during the period of this study,

The volume f e 11 as a result a f both the Mful i r a a cc i clent
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d the flight of most skilled mining experts due to the

nsionsin Rhodesia (Zimbambwe). In addition to these

o problems the re was also the t r-auapo rt at ion prob Leri,

by the border closer with Rhodesia which forced

export rQute to shift to the newly built TAZARA

All these had their effect on the ammount of

reached the outer world for sale. AU these

the result of the regression coefficient of

the tax/GDP ratio. So, as the

sales proceeds to supply governell1-

nt tax revenue declines (implied by the negative r-e si du aI

wefficient of the mineral perimeter), so does the rela-

~ns between the tax ratio and the foreign sector change
. . ~lla tThis confirms our estImatIon/ as economy matures

of external dependence is bound to decline.

eduction of dependence on copper revenue in Zambia is

with re duct ion of external dependence £01'

revenue.

THE TAX - GDP HSLATTO:{§:

To determine the behaviour of the tax revenue

impact on GDP three partial regression equations

GDP was regressed on two variables: tax

revenueand"governr:Jent'revenue. The results pertaining

to each one is discussed be low:-
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(1) GOVERNMENT REVENUE AND GDP;

In this equation the capacity of government revenu'e

to determine the changes in the GDP is estimated. The sign

and size of the estimated coefficient (0.919) comply with

our "a priori" estimation. 2The R (0.844) confirms the

Chelliah and Hinrichs hypotheses. GDP in Zambia depends

~bstantially on the public sector productivity. This

finding al so re -ic onf Lr-rus what we already su spec t e d

fromobservation that in developing countries the public

sector makes up the bulk of economic activity and so

consti tutes t he main source of investment in i tia t i ve j n

the early development stages. So the changes in goyern-

ment expenditure (mostly financed :from tax revenue) .i s

a significant determinant of the aggregate investment.

But of even more interest to us is the role of this govern-

ment expend i ture as a 1in k bet ween tax revenue and GDP.

Equat ion (4. 12) t est s t hat 1ink.

(2) TAXHEVENUE AND GDP:

Government revenue acts as a link between tax

revenue and GDP. The second part of that link has been

established (i. e. that government expen ditur e explains

over 8"1% of "the changes in the GDP). In eqt •.a t ion

(4.12) we attempted to estimate the role of tax revenue

in the cletermiant ion of government revenue. The

resul t of that estimation seems to s.ugge s t that the
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coefficient of the perimeter is considerably high. The

taxcoe f f icien t (1.069) and its sign imply a high correLl-

tion. But it is the n2 value (0.988) which provides the

link we were looking for in the regression. l\S expected

~d as implied in our estimation, government revenue and

also expenditure are both functions of the tax revenue to

a very high degree. The third equation (4.13) is really

an addt t Lonal can f:irmati on, in a more direct way, of wha t:

has already been found out via an indirect route (govern-

ment revenue and expenditure route). Here we regressed

tax revenue direct ly on (JDIJ. The result was once again

conclusive1y confirmatory. The tax coefficient with

respect to GDP (4.004) and R2 (0.792) point to the same

conclusions as those reached by way of government revenue

approach. They imply that up to 79% of the changes in the

GDP may be explained by the changes in the tax reVCTJ118

which re-asserts the earlier estimaLion t hat ta x revenue is

a Significant determinant of the GDP.

In addition to understanding and appreciating the

role of t axat ion and so t he true· i mpl icat ion s of t.he se :

~pirical te~tresult~J it is our intention also to review

somepossible reform policies which might improve 't he fiscal

system. The next Chapter takes up the case for tax reform

as a remedy to the revealed weaknes se s in the t ax system.
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CHAPTER SIX:

THE CASE FOR TL\X REFOm.l:

Throughout this study two important findings

ichcame out quite clearly were;-

Zambia's future economic development efforts will

have to rely more and more on domestjc sources of

finance. This implies that the major sources of

this finance (Laxation) will need to be

increasingl~ utilized to generate that finance.

That the tax policies of the period of this study

will need to be reviewed and reformed in order to

meet this increased burden it must carry.

airly comprehensi ve tax reform will therefore be

This situation quickly raises the question: In

t particular areas of taxation will these reJorms be

lied with max imurn benef icial outcome? There are four

Is which will most Li keLy be the targets of any tax

Zambia:-

REFomr GOALS:

ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY:
Perhaps the most Lmme d i at o reform requ ircme n t in

Zambian tax system is the improvement of the tax admin-
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istra t i on machinery. The present Tax Administration De-

prtment suffers from two basic deficiencies:-

(a) Inadequate t r ai.ni ng in the efficien t techniques of

tax administration, and

(2) Inadequate procedural format for a qui.ck and

comprehensive coverage of geographical and structu-

ral spectrum of the taxable income.

The result of these shortcomings is a high per unit

revenue cost of tax collection. It also implies D cert-

ain loss of tax revenue through inadequate coverage, Lastly,

it encourages tax eva s Lon . One possible remedy to this

~oblem may require the government to establish a training

instHut ion to provide tax of f icers wi th S11 If icien t

training in the techn i cal admi.nist rat ion of the Tax Depa rt-

.ment. In the long run the opp o rtun i t y cost of such train-

ing will be mor-e t.han justi.fied by the result in improved

tax collection and the general administration of lh e tax

system which w i I 1 also reduce the need for tax eva.si on

~ich is currently widespread.

2. ECONmnC INCENTIVES:

1I0st of the current incentive oriented fiscal

policies seem to have been formulated wi t h the sole pur-

poseof at t r ac Ling foreign capital and technology into

Zambia. This was a recorrunendable approach at a t. ime when
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Zambiarelied almost entirely on mineral export as the

major source of finance for development. Those days are

now gone and the country is gradually but steadily shift-

ing its source of finance fO,r de ve Loprnen t from foreign

~ domestic sources. It is therefore time to review

the whole set of fiscal incen t i ves to s h i. J t ernp has is from

fureign to domestic incentives. Tax incentives should

also be shifted . towards those enterprises whi.ch generate

finance w.i thin the internal economy. Tax rebates, tax

~lidays and tax rates should be deliberately applied to

industries and other economic enterprises which utilise

the most abundant domes Lie resources s uch va s uns ki Ll.e d

l~our, land and other such factors. Subsidies of various

types could be applied to agricul t ur aI enterprises such

incentives emphasis must fall under the ca t.e gor i es of

agriculture, non=mi ue r aL Ln dus t rt es , cornme r-c i aI enterpr-

ises and minerals in that order o f pri or it y .

A. AGRICULTURE:

The experience of the National Agricultural Mark-

eting Board (NAMDOARD) and that of agricultural co-opera-

t ive unions seenl Lo suggest that excessive subsidies to

agricu1 t ur aI enterprises should be discouraged. Whatever
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aid is anticipated to farming it should under no curcum-

stances involve a direct financial loans to farmers if

that can be avoided. The experiment with the Intensive

Development Zones (IDZ) was a conclusive proof of the

risks involved in such projects.

B. NON-}HNEHAL INDUSTRIES:

After 16 years of "import substitution" exper-

imenL it appears that the replacement of import by locally

manufactured commodities has not become a roaring suc c.ess .

In indus tries like text ile, au t.ornobi Ies, food packing and

processing the trend seems to be downwards despite the

extremely generous tax .i ncen t Lve s they have enjoyed. "What

went wrong?" must be the pleading question of many students

of Zambian fiscal policies in the last 16 yours 01' develo-

pment ef forts. What reforms might reverse 1,he trend?

It is tempting to wonder whether ~arnbian .i ndus LrLes

ere not smothered by too much generous attention' The

ger.erosityof the fiscal policies on these "infant inciust-

ries" might have been Lhe cause of these "infants '"

failure to "g row up". The case of the Livings tone Motor

Assemblers seems to support this hypothesis. As pet ['U-

---------_._-
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tatal .i n du s try, the factory appears to have been so well

roLected with Ll.X reliefs, duty-free p a r t s import and

domestic market that it was not able to accept

in those terms. When necessity forced the

vernment to ask them to stand on their owri feet. an~ provide

heuper cars t h an t h e Lmpo r t s , they f a i Le d . A s t m i l n r

itua t ion s eerns t o have developed In t.h e case of Ka fue

extile .i n d us try.

If the hypothesis that it was too much protection

rendered Zambia's commerce and industry incapable of

their own feet is correct, then any remedial

involve reduced tax protection. Such a po1i-

the concept that increased selective

might sttr them up and get them gotng once again,

.i.n.c I u d e :

Reduc t i o n of over--generous ~;llhsi.(Li..es,

Introductton of selecttve taxes which may then be

ploughed back ei ther in the same .i n d us t ry or in

other supplementary industries.

Fiscal encouragement to mineral supported tndustries

with the. aim of rewarding the successful ventures

with government partnerships but not rewarding failures.

thing that must be avoided at all costs is the tempt-

'---,---. ' ••. 4- "_._0 ~
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tion to involve government funds (except as repayable

oans wi th sufficient security) in industrial or commerc-

al ventures with little or no prospects of succeeding .

. CO~Ij1ERCE:

Everything ~aid above about Non-Mineral industr-

~s apply equally to Commercial enterprjses.

MINERALS:

There are two areas in which tax review may be

~~opriate with regard to mineral industry:-

(1) The 51% of mineral tax which replaced export and

royalty taxes from April 1971 may now require another

review. It seems to have served its purpose which was

to retain some of the large profits of the mining compa-

nies in the country. Now that the governrllen t has t.he

majority share its review (probably downwards) may spur

extra activity by the local en terpreuneurs in to explor-

ation and production in the mining sector especially in

the small p r Lv at e l y owned mines.

(2) The rei nyes tmen t agreement between the government

ud the mining companies does not seem to serve any use-

full purpose for Zambia any more. Under the terms of the

agreement, Zambian Governmen t would oxcernpt from exchange
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controlthe 60 million kwacha which had accumu La t ed follo-

wing~,Iulun gush i De cLa ra tion and RST .in 'r c turn agreed to

"contribute from funds not subject to Zambia I s exchange

controla 75% share not exceeding K 15 million of the

~pital finance required by ReM for exsisting or new mining

13y the same ag reeme ntEn'A offered to: "hold

K 12 million for investment in new mining

'ventures for a five year period". Since development

likely to come from RST and ZAA via capital

appropriations made by RCM and NCCM instead of fr orn divi-

dends, these agreements will p rove La be n f very J it. t I ~

Zambia. They can only be useful if the 11 ro fi ts

very low and ZIMCO wishes all op~rating company

be distributed so that sufficient funds can

ventures" .

to rne et bond r-e puyme nt . But even here the

will have to contribute its respective share

13ut ZlMCO is a part of the Govern-

]00% government owned). Therefore,

very L'i ttle advantage JOT Zambia in this rein,-

agreement. It might therelore be advisable to

the agreement altogether. The Government

longer be resLrained in its polIcy concerning

the ac cumuLa t od funds which have not been paid in terms

f exchange con t ['0 Is appIlea t .ion on t.nom.
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INCmlE ELASTICITY OF THE TAX SYSTE.\I:

The flexibility of the tax revenue in response to

~tic economic fluctuations shows a certain rigidity.

tu policy reform that would encourage some more

sensitivity of the tax revenue to changes

incomeswcu Id therefore be desirable. Tax revenue -

Id that way constitute an effective automatic stabi-

ser which would assist in smoothing out the ampli tudes

the business cycles. The starting point for such a

furm would most likely be in the copper industry. The

rigid rates which take little notice of the cha-

the external copper sales prospects nor of the

hrnal production possibilities tends to allow gluts

certainyears and def ici ts 0 f suppl .i es in others. The

~ provision in the past was the regulation of taxable
wh ich .i t se l f Li.n ked to t.h e pri ee ill the

market. The requi remen t was that c.opp e r- sales is

if and only if it was sold for a price that was

600 per metric ton. A new tax policy that would

levy a lower tax per unit on copper sales but at

same tim~ provide for liberal tax levies in the lean

and higher taxes in the boom years would probably

de s Lr ab I e.
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Lastly, increased use of tax policy to encoura-

~ training of technicians especially in the mining and

~ricultural sectors would prove to be a move that would

pay handsome di vidends.

PROSPECTS FOR FISCAL REFORMS:

Fiscal reforms usually meet considerable resist-

because they tend to be associated with increased

In Zambia of 1980's there appears to be some good

~tifications for some fjscal reforms to bring the econ-

line with the economic problems facing the nation

eighties. It was, for example, assumed that Zamhia's

were, to a large extent, caused by the

~sure of the border with Rhodesia (now Zimbambwe). But

fter the border was re-opened following Zimbambwe' s

ndependence, the ma gi.cal re co vc ry Ir om oconorni c depr-c sa.ion

'I'h i s devo Loprnc n t suggests that l.he

though accentuated by 1.he border clo:::;urc,

d its roots in the domestic fiscal and other economic

rcumstances. A reform of the general approach to fiscal

d other economic policies must therefore undergo some

A serious fiscal reform, must be a part of that

But what are its prospects? Will the political
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d soci al real it ies allow such a review to look Cl L the

al economic problems especially those which may reflect

gatively on the poli tical decisions?

II past approaches to econo-political issues in

developing countries are an y t h i ug to go by" then a

~rehen~ive fiscal review of the problem are likely to

What one cannot vouch is whether or not the

be taken to correct· them. A'lt.ho ug h

the problems could be identified, it would still

a considerable political will to carry out the

and sometime politically unpopular remedial steps.

is where it becomes difficult to foretell the pos-

ble repercussions of the realisation that a fiscal

exists and that it ~hould be corrected. This

is not ready 1;0 g u ar an t o e that the reme d i e s sug-

in this p alJe r wi 11 ne ce s~ ar 1 1y Il nd Lhe ir \V ay i Jl L()

e policy ma k ing co rr i d or s of power 0 f the Governmen t .

t if they Call Ld , the res u 1 t s m i.gh t prove reme d.ial. We

that the cbun CE;:"; U rt.:h a I I' (J II rl h a 1I rl(~P(;ndin g

non-economic factors. Whether they arc impLe-

not it will be a matter of time for the need

~ply these or other similar fiscal reforms.
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CHAPTER SEVEN;

OTHER SOCIAL AND POLITICALI~WLICATIONS:

As a general rule, economic performance of any

is usually a result (and sometimes also a cause)

fits socjal and political conditions. Zambia's

onorn ic perf orman ce during the 1964-80 period was, by this

neralrule, a reflect ion of its immediate social and

lit ieal exper ience. That experience (or the reaction to it)

came the most significant single factor in moulding the

onomie policies of the period under this study. The

perienee had therefore become the major determinant of

situation the nationalists (UNIP) governement

the eve of independence.

Politically, by 1964, Zambia had already undergone

oJ two regressive regimes.1 That experience had

up in t lie pol:Jr izat ion of the soc .i aI system and tbe

ergenceof some quite disLincLive bi--1Jolarcharnc t crLst i cs :...

Political and social dualism ·0as firmly pegged

two diametrically opposite poles (hence the use of the

rm "bi-polarl!). The first, with its center of gravity

Pretoria and Salisbury (now Harare), tended to
.

full weight behind the multinational corporations

IThe first was the British colonial governement
lowed by the d .t:funet Federation 0 E Rhode sia and Ny asu Land .
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~ces in their resistance to the nationalist government.

e latter represented the forces of African nationalism

d radicalism which had its focal points in Dar-es-

laarn and Maputo but with close Li.n k s with the UNIP in

It supported nationalist government policies.

therefore became a kind of a battleground for

ideological philosophies.

Economics of multinational corporation supremacy was

against the domestic self-sufficiency

jitegemee) dogma o f the front I iners ideologues. The
2fumer advocated the centralization of economic activ-

It ies in the "experienced" hands3 of the foreign multi-

nationalcorpora t Jon s. The latter based its hopes in the

reductionof foreign influence by enhancing domestic

importsubstitution po Li c Le s with intermediate technology

as it s vehic1e of del ivery'.

3. Lastly, the dorne st io pressure in favor of rural 1'e-

wnstruction and social rehabilitation was posed against

the external pressure for more mul t ina t ional corpora t f.o n ,

fureignaid and donations ~ith emphasis on the foreign

2The representative of the prjvate sector strongly
~vocated a lais~ez faire approach to economic policies.

3The multinational corporations ~onsidered their
O~ 8xecutjves as more competent than t~e'6ivjl se~varit~.
.b more "rrx pe rLo nccrl hands." LIH!Y wall \.(;d t hc. i r' v i (:W~; L()
dominate in t he economic; l)(djcy i"(JI·IIIIII;ILioll •• ;111 at.l.it.llriv
which qu i ck.I y led the t.wo to a col I isi on cour so .
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trol of the "commanding heights,,4 of the economic

political forces.

POLARIZATION OF THE SOCIAL SYSTEM:

With this kind of set-up as the platform of social

t he future, po La r Lz a.tLo n was inevitable. Its

rentwas enhanced by the characteristic conditions of the

Man "economy which rendered it comparatively vulnerable

pressures such as its: openness, dependence

export commodity, dual economy and heavy

on public (government) sector for investable

The situation therefore created two distinct-

of tensions: The external pole of tension

first put to the test over the copper prices

L.M.E. in 1967, and the internal pole of tension.

The internal tension was eventually neutralized

the UNIP government "wrenching out the pol it .i caI

19G4 Lut with the nea-cu]onia] forces stjll

lingingtenacious] y onto the economic po wer . This was

h state of affairs when the first economic reform

licywas announced by President Kaunda on 19th September,

4The main pillars of economic activities which in
Zambia .i ncIuded the copper min ing industry, the f i nanc-
iallnstitu tions such as the banks ,insurance compan .ies ,
andother credit unLo ns ,
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at Mulungushi Rock5 to be later known as the

"1.lulungushiDeclaration". 6 It wa s f oL'Iowed 1ate r by
IIMateroDeclaration,,7 and "Kabwe ·as

theresistance from the neo-colonial forces consolidated

theirtenacity.

THE FISCAL POLICIES:

The announcement of the Mulungushi Economic

warmed up what had bean a si.lent "cold war"

the government and foreign economic interests

open "war" by 1968. The nationalist government

~s trying to recover the economic power by use of

~litical legislatjon. The neo-colonial forces, with

thebacking of the multinational corporations subtly

resisted these efforts by frustrating the implementation

legislations or by merely side-stepping them

5Mulungushi Rock is located some ]8 miles north of
Kabwe Town on the Great North Ro ad . It is the birthplace
of Zambia's freedom movement and independence. It was
there that President Kenneth Kaunda first announced the
new economic policies which later became known as the
"MuLungu sh i. Declarations. 11 The gist of these policies
was that all the major companies in Zambia previously
o~ed by foreign interests were to sell at least 51% of
their shares to the government through the newly formed
Industrial Development Corporation of Zambia (INDECO).
Indeco was a subsidjary of the Mining and Industrial
Development Corporation of Zambia (MINDECO).

6See K.D. Ka.unda , Zambia's Economic Hevolutiori,
(Lusaka: Zambia Information Service), 1968. An address
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erepossible. For example, by mutual agreement between

egovernment and copper mining companies, the companies

e to: repatriate a certain percentage of their net

ofit for re -i nve stment into Zambia, expand their

lneraI explora t Lon , transfer through training some

~hnical expertise to local Zambians and modernize

~ mining equipments. But in practice, the companies

profits out as d-i v i cle nds to t.hr.ir

mad~ onl~ meagre :tokSn re-irtvestment

dnce independence up to 1968 and failed to honor almost

obligations.

There was therefore, clear evi..dencethat multi-

companies were mounting an internally passive

~t externally aggressive resistance to the new legislat-

This trig-gered government reaction in the Lorrnof

Presidential Decrees wh i ch were qu i ckLy

legalized by legislative pr-ocedu res . The Mulungushi,

Matera and Kabwe Declarations were the most prominent of thOSE

by President Kau nda on the 19th September, 1968 at r.lulungu-·-
shi Rock in which he explained the new reform policies.

7An address by President Kaunda in Ma t ero on 12th
April, 1970 during which he spelled out the bLu epr Lnt for
the partial (51%) acquisition of the mining industry. The
new terms included substantial changes in the taxatjon and
royalty pa~ments of the mining industry,

8The third of the political and economic reform
~licies which was announced at a public meeting in Kabwe
Townsh'i p (1.hence the name "Ka bwe Decl arat ion" by wh ich
it was al so known).
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~crees but there were others too. Special parastatal

wrporations were also set up to cordinate and carry

ootthe functions that were originally carried out by

fMeign corporations. The Mining and Industrial

~rporation of Zambia (ZIMCO) was created to assume the

~rketing of minerals while the lndustrj.al Corporation

ofZarnb ia (INDECO) was to assume the responsibiJ ity for

eordi nu ling industrial a.ct i.vi Lies a.nd to negotiate t.he

termsof the takeover of the 51% of the copper companies

shar e s .

While this tug-aI-war was underway between the

government and foreign industrial interests, the poli tical

Qstem was also undergoing its own metamorphosis as a

resultof its own inte~na] and international tensions.

At home t he economic policies were under crit i cism from

the oPPosition~. On the tax and other fiscal policies, the

eppos itt on criticisms and t.hose or the foreign .i nt.ereet e,

~re diametric opposites. The former claimed that the

tax policies were overly favorable to the foreign multi-

utional interests , a charge that might have driven the

government to tighten the squeeze on the fore ign cornp an i8S

to the exten~ of driving some of them to re-Iocate in

9This was one pI the Opposition Party1s attacks on
thegovernment. Both :lessr Simeon Kapwepwe and Harry
Nkumbula refered to it in most of their speeches.
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and Zimbabwe.10 The latter, on the other hand~

that the reform policies (which included the new

tax policies) were disastrously harsh and would strangle

their business effort s.11 Thi s was the situa t i6n when

new "Guidelines for the Next Deacde,,12 was issued as

blueprint for economic and political development of

Zambia from 1968.

roLITICAL RAMIFICATION OF ECONOMIC POLICIES:

The major economic goals of Zambian national

~licies have been outlined as being: full employment,

~ice stability, a favourable balance of payment and re-

distribut ion of incomes. Linked with these economic

~als were other socia-political objectives on which the

fiscal policies had significant ramifications. Given the

state of Zambian poLtt i caL 'economy outlined above, the

~in socia-political implications of the findings were:-

EXTERNAL DEPENDENCY:

The f i r st of the findings was Ll18 confirmation of

hypo t he'sLs that Z'ambi.an economy' s.howe d 'a gradua]· 'shift J rc
------------------

lOA number of companies started off by transfering
theIr headquarters to Nairobi or Salisbury and others just
abandoned their operations in Zambia altogether citing un-
favourable tax and other government policies as their reason.

lIThe mining companies which were the targets of
!./ater6Hef orrn pol ic ies were the loudest in their 0 bjec t ions
against these policies which they considered "harsh."

12see K.D. Kaunda, Zambia's Guidelines for the Next
Decade, Lusaka: Zambia Information Services-)-,-1~)G8.--
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~avy reliance on foreign trade towards domestic based

wurcas of development resources. Closely linked with

that was the parallel finding that there was at the same

time (1964-80) a significant shift from dependence on

ooeexport commodity (copper) towards a more diversified

economic syst em. These tw111 out comes were, in po 1it i ca l

terms, "mixed blessings" with positive and nega t i ve

inpI i cat i ons. On the positive side, they constituted

amove towards diversification and a reduction of

"openness" . The former implied economjc and political

~lf-reliance on domestic resources for social needs

had improved. This was a desirable development.

But at the same time, there was the negative

effect that the policies which mad« these gu in s in

self-reI lance possi bI.e a 1:::>0 aLi enut ed . ror o19n cap 1tal

and expertise necessary Jor increased investmen t. As some
3observers. have argued: Vias it conceivable that the .pr.Lce

Zambiapa Ld for "pr i nc LpIe " might: have been more than

offset by economic ga i ns of t he ref arm pol tc I es? It

is not quite possible to assess politically motivated

economic decisions in terms of purely economic ga i ns .

Consiquent ly , this judgment rnus t r emai n a matter of

13R· 1 d S 1.1 11 . T'h --' ., p .lC lar .. 1 a _'" ie ;'!lgn r a.c e
(London; Hodder and Stoutsho~f369-.-

of Principles,.
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individual decision as there is no objective way of

establishing the actual opportunity cost,of a political decisiol

2: TAXATION AS A POLITICAL TOOL:

The other outcome of the study was the finding

that tax revenue showed an inelastic response to the

changes in the GDP. This finding implied that tax:

revenues were not in themselves flexible enough to

keep pace wit h the f luct uat ions in the nat ional deve lop-

nent re so u r ce r-e lJ 11 L r'ement s . The ex.uup Le s: cited o arLi or

in this study such as the failure of the IDZ rural

~velopment project, the failure to finance the national

evelopment plans to full capaci t y , t.ho failure to

~nerate sufficient impetus for the import substitution

industries like Livingston Motor Assemblers factory all

tend to imply that wi thout external aids, local funds

based on t axa t ion were unable to finance the gove r nrne nt

requiments and still sustain the requirement of' tile par as t a t.a I

sector. Its political Lmp Li ca L t ou .ie t her e fo r e , t ha L

~ch failure of the government to meet its targets could

generate a Joss of confidence in the gove r-nme nt . Such a

loss of confidence may dernora I ize the local current and

~tential enterpreneurs and bring in economic stagnation

andpolitical apathy.

Further, with insuJficient funds frof'l taxation

the gover nment may not be a.b.te to as s i st tile r ur a I sector
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~icb usually requires subsidizing from public funds.

Such a s Lt u a t Lo n might then force the government to

resort to foreign loans and thus mortgage the political

freedom and p ride 0 f a na t ion. Finally, whenever any

nation falls into a depres~ion there is usually a tendency

to 100).;: aL It. s leadership and to q ue s t i on Lt s c.omp et .nee

as a manager and trustee of the pub] ic we Lf ar e .

3. GOVEnN~ENT SOLVENCY AND POLITICAL STABILITY:

The last finding of the study wa~ that there

was a high degree o£ correlation between the fluctuution~

of the GDP and that of tax revenue. The economic

performanoe which underlays political stability. tends

to depend on tile r-eLf ab i L'ity of the tax revenue's e La st i c i t y

with respect to the GDP. There£ore, the planning o£

fiscal policies were cr u c i a l [actors in t.h o dc t.o i-m t n at r o n

of the government :::;olvenc:yan d its abi .li t.y to mo o t. its

re-current and development targets. I~isthererore possi.ble,

given the f ac t (now estabJished by this Jinding) that

Zambia is capable of meeting its poliLica]ly motivated

economic targets with realistjc pJanning and o~timal

i.mpLeme n t a t.Lon of its development plans.
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CONCLUS I m~:

The discllssion above seem to suggest that the

experience that L:'.Clmbiae nd u red during the po r i o d 0 I' t h i s,

study could be attributed more to its own o co notnic .i ud

political policy shortcomings than to external causes.

Therefore remedial policies must concentrate on the

improvements in the domestic planning, implementation of

those plans, and adjustments of economic goals to

realistically attajnable levels. We have already discussed

the need for tax reJorms in the preceding chapter. In

other areas it is also possible that economic policies,

while subjected to foreign multinational corporations

pressure also s~ffered from inLernal malais emanating from

over optimistically ambitious targets but lacking in

objective unulyses. Stich plans normally generate high

expe ct at i on s wh ic h when they prove u na t t.a i.na.bI e create

deep d.i sapp o i n t me n t s with demoral:ising e Lle c t s on the

public confidence. They then umde rrn i ne the p ub Lic

confidence in the government ability to achieve its goals.

III Z,unbi.a, this seem to have been the case. The political

goals of economic policies seem to huve clouded the

re cog n i t iou of economic realities a nd led to the setting

o f' una t t a i n ~Lb 1e p l.aII n i. n g go a J s . These were then given
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wide publicity. For example, the First and Second National

Development Plans became more of pub Lic i t y do curnent s meant

fur public political consumption than realistic economic

blueprints for attainable economic targets.
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CHAPTER ELGHT :-.
"'-,'---- - .

SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS:

The basic purpose of this study was to examine

with the view to determining the role of taxation in

the process o f development in an open transiti anal

economy. The choice of Zambia for the study was

prompted mainly by certain co~mon characteristics

of her economy. Tbese characteristics included' its

openness, its dependence on a single export commodity,

its dualistic economic structure and it~ dependence

on the public sector jnvestment for generation of

investable surpluses. This last characteristic

implies that economic development depended heavily

on the impetus from the government (public) and

parastatal sector. This renders the economy highly

sensitive to changes in the tax revenue on wbich tbe

governmen L revenue and savings .i ncroau i ngly dc-;pendcd

following independence from colonial rule.

The goals of Zambian economy were identified

as being: full employment, price stability, economic

growth, a favourable balance of payment and an

equitable re-distribution of income. Fiscal po Iici.es
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especially those related to taxation were hypotheti-

cally considered the most effective in accelerating

the efforts towards these goals especially stability

and growth. The problem was therefore to determine

the role of taxation as a factor in economic develop-·

ment and to identify the main influences of fiscal

policies on development during the period 1964 to

1980.

To achieve the objective of the study

certain hypotheses were furmulated o(1sed on the

observations and on the current and past studies.

The main operational hypotheses which

were later tested by empirical data anCtly.s.is_may,be

summarized as follows:-

1. Zambian economy which initially depended on

external trade showed a gradual shj ft from depe-

ndence on mi neral re ven lie frorn ox t orna] Lrado

towards domestic tax based sources of finance

for development.

Empirical tests carried out during Lhis study confirmed

this hypothesis. The study went further to show that

there has also been a shift from dependence on a

single export commodity to the more general dopenrl-
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ence on taxation for development. The implication

of this finding is that an initially mono-commodity

economy tends to broaden the base of its operational
platform on the realisation of the risks involved in

having .i ts prospects for development based on one

sOllrce of revenue. The efforts by other mono-commodity

economies like Ghana (cocoa), Malaysia (rubber),
to

Brazil (coffee), Cuba (sug'al')etc seem/support this

finding: and the general rule derivable from jt.
2. The responsiveness of ~ambian Tax revenue to the

changes in the GDP during the period of study

showed insufficient flexibility to enab1e Llle

economy to cope with its revenue needs for

development ceteris 'paribus.

This finding confirms that Zamb i.aI s tax rate (wh Lc.h

the IMP study of 1975 put at 31.3 per c8ntJ) and jts

tax effort2 ratio (wh i ch the same 1~1F' study p u t s aL

1:11 for 1969-71 and 1:75 for 1966-8) is among

the highest in their ClClSS. I t responds rather

f18xibly to changes in financial requirements. The

explanation for the difficulti~s in acquiring

deve]op~ent finance must ther8fore be looked tor

elsewhere in such areas as efficiency in utilisation.
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This finding is also applicable to the problem faced

by such other countries as Zaire and Kenya which

also huve considerably wide base of financial sources·
I

yet they tend to be perpetually in financial diffi--

cuI ties when funds for re-investment loy development

are required.

3. Due to the observed strong 1in1\;6,b~tween go vernrne nt

sector investment and tax revenue there must be

a high degree of causal link between changes in

GDP in the Zambian economy_

This hypothesis was also confirmed by empirical data.

Its anaJytical conclusion was that GDP growth was

highly dependent on the increase in the tax revenue

and so the availability of domestjc development

finance responded to tax revenue changes quite

flexibly.

From these hypotheses and thejr test results

the following axiomatic derivations were f orn.uLat ed :

AXIOM 1: The perfoman ce of Zambian economy during

transitional period (1964-80) was causally

L'i nked with her taxation po lic Los on the
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one hand and her degree of openness on the

other. In other words, taxation and c:c.ono-·

m i c openness we n t. hand in hand in deLcnni··

ning the rate and pattern of Zambia's .

economic growth and general perfomance.

AXIO~ 2: Taxation and other fiscal policies were

found to be the crucial tools behind

effective and feasible economjc policies

for development.

AXIOM 3. Significant effects of mopenness" on the

effectiv~ness of fiscal policy on economic

development was also observed as an
addjtiona] outc.ome uf the analysis.

In Zambia the e Lfec L oI op cnnees on t.he C!COI1Urnic

perfomance was almost total due to the high degree

of dependence on imports for both consumer

essen ti aLs and capi tal goods.

In addition to these findings, iL became

clear from the study that the instability of the

forei.gn copper market intensified the need for a

sLronger dotne s t ic source of finance for development.
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The most reliable source of such resources was found

to bE taxation. But taxation on the other hand depe-

nded on domestic economic prosperity which in Zambia,

r-e Lied on lhe f ore i '?;ncopper ma.rke t. Consequently,

Zambja found itself caught in a vicious cycle of:

domestic sources of finance for investment --~ Lax-

ation + mineral proceeds from foreign trade --~
prosperous domesti c economy ---3>- domes tic invest abLe

surpluses --~availability of domestic sources of

finance for re-investment.

In theory this study argues that in a closed

economy, saving .i.stherefore an Lrnport ant indi-

But in an open economy thecator of growth rate.

impact of the external trade sector could outweigh

the effects of th~ internal savings ratio. Therefore,

to de t errni ne the pattern of t.I.e internal Ln vestme n t

in an open economy 'lLke Lha lor Zumbi.a, two cr uci aI

variables cOllleintn play:'

(1) the rale of government sector savings, and

(2) the ratio of external sector surplus to

national income.

Both economic stability and growth are highly affected

by thes~ two phenomena. It can therefore be said that fisca

•
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policies (including taxation) are the critical.

determinants of stability and growth.

A third factor which plays an importanL role

in this theoretical model is population and its rate

of change in relation to the natjonal income. With

the population data available, we have the necessary

ingredients for determining the pattern and rate of

economic development. This may be done by observing

the changes in per capita and other welfare criteria

based on the iJ1Cre~Ses in the capacity to meet the

basic needs requirements and the general improvoment

in the quality of life.

•
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Monetary Government Tax Export Import Agr~cultural M~neral Popu-
YEAR GDP Revenue Revenue Value Value Production Products lation(million)
1964 502 157 134 336 156 53 221 3.51
1965 650 209 160 380 210 97 292 3.58
1966 782 209 160 494 246 100 380 3.63
1967 891 275 220 470 306 98 381 3.74
1968 978 306 272 544 325 100 413 3.86
1969 1314 401 364 767 312 102 639 4.06
1970 1258 432 393 715 341 106 460 4.17
1971 1178 309 274 484 399 154 275 4.33
1972 1335 315 250 541 402 172 324 4.53
1973 1583 385 338 742 347 180 520 4.68
1974 1892 647 601 905 507 199 616 4.83
1975 1583 448 398 521 398 206 215 4.98
1976 1941 443 390 752 469 273 341 5.14
1977 2024 499 446 708 530 322 238 5.14
lrl78 2259 550 485 687 493 357 287 5.30
1979 1091 598 f-'2566 595 537 37:1 464 5.47 Ul

N>rAIl data in mi 11ion Zamhian kwa cha except popuIat j on wh ich ic-; in miJ] j on people.
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